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FCREORD

During June, Navy river forces were prepared to counter expected enea

attacks against Delta urban areas. Contact with reported large scale enewy

forces failed to materialize; instead, firefights with small ene, units

characterized Navy combat activity throughout the month.

Nine U.S. Navymen lost their lives during the month. In one disastrous

battle, which involved the destruction of PBR 750 on the My Tho River 2 miles

southeast of Sung Hieu, o! 21 June. Patrol Officer Lieutenant William E. DWIS,O

USN, 30M Scott C. DELPH and G0G2 Patrick 0. FORD were lost in a ,,rdow ma-

chine-gun and rocket ambush. OM02 FCRD was posthumously awarded the Navy

Cross in recognition of the heroic action he displayed in saving the lives

of his wounded shipmates.

The planned reorganization of Task Force 117 into two task groups, 117.1

and 117.2, was put into effect as River Assault Squadron 33 became operational.

Expanded Mobile Riverine Force operations immediately began.

Of special significance this month was the acquisition of 14 U. S. Naval

river craft by the government of the Republic of South Vietnam. The craft -

4 six LQ4(M)'s (Landing Craft Mesdium Minesweeper) and eight PBR's (River Patrol

Boat) -- were turned over to the Vietinamese Navy by United States Naval Forces,

A •Vietnam, during ceremonies held in Saigon. With these additional naval craft,

the Vietnamese Navy assued oomplete responsibility for minesweeping operations

along the Long Tau River Shipping Channel to Saigon. Rear Admiral Kenneth L.

VETH, USN, Comnander U. S. Naval Forces, Vietnam, made this remark at the

iiir ENTD~fIAI
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turnover cereuoie8:

"...to nq knowledge t•he Vietnamese Navy is the first of the
services of the Repuli of Vietnam to assume an exclusive
military respansibility previously held by United States
forces."

The total strength of U. S. Naval personnel under the cperational

control of NAVFORV was 32,666. In addition, U.S. Naval personnel assigned

to III Marine Axhibious Force was 3,644, while U.S. Coast Oqard strength

was 475.
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1 - 2 June - Elements of the U. S. Army lst Infantry Division along
with Vietnamese Rangers waged a battle in defense of
Saigon. Enemy deaths amounted to 121 plus 7 Viet Cong
captured. Friendly losses were 4 marines killed, 15
wounded and one marine accidentally drowned. p. 139

1-7 - LAM SON 224 campaign (3rd phase) in the First Naval
Zone resulted in 112 enemy killed; 20 aggressors
captured; seisure o£ 31 individual and 5 crew-served
weapons, plus 29 tons of rice. Two U. S. and 5 ARVN
soldiers were liberated from the enen. Friendly
losses and sufferage amounted to 9 ARVN soldiers killed
and 35 others wounded. p. 109

2 - An Aniy/Savy team terminated a 2-day waterborne sweep
operation through Due Ton District. The cumulative
results of the operation wore 14 Viet Cong killed, 9
suspects detained, 6 bunkers and 5 booby trape
destroyed. p. 53

- ANDROSCOGGIN (WHEC 68) bogam a number of fire support
missions which spanned aver an 8-day period. The missions
inflicted heavy aamage upon Viet Cong suppiy points and
troop concentrations in vicinity of Ong Doe River. Other
results frm the missions included 6 Viet Cong killed
A.-A another 32 enemy probably killed. p. 15-16

3 - 5 - Task Force A killed 60 Viet Cong and captured 13 while
* A making sweep" south and east of Saigon. p. 135-136

5 - MRF launched a two-battalion riverine reconnaissance-
in-force operation in the CaL Lmnh and Xien Van districts
to engage the Viet Cong 502A and 502B battalions. The
results of tke one-day operation were 81 bunkers and
"25 sampans destroyed, 44 Viet Cong suspects detained for

" •questioning. There were no XRF casualtisa. p. 54

- Two suspected Viet Cong tax collentors were turned over
to Qui Nhon military police after being apprehended from
a sampan by PCF $9. The two suspacts had a large svA of
money in their possession. The 3ampan contained a 4w

s -11 fish and no ntet p. 9MT. V
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6 June Three U. S. military personnel were killed following an
enemy attack on the Harbor Entrance Control Post at

Nha Trang. The attack consisted of a mortar and rocket
t-arrage, followed by infantry/sapper attacks with satchel
charges, Srenades and small-arms fire. p. 21-23

7 Operation 51-68, a two-battalion NRF operation in the Giao
Duc District netted 3 Viet Cong killed, 4 prisoners captured,
77 suspects detained, and 82 bunkers destroyed. Friendly
losses amounted to one Vietnampse "*ger" scout killed and
10 U. S. soldiers wounded. p. 54".55

- Three ARVN infantry battalions, an artillery unit, VIXA
aircraft and RAG 28 river craft combined in Operation
TOAN THANG 60/A/68 south of Phu Cuong. An area sweep
yielded 30 Viet Cong killed and one captured. Friendly
losses were 5 killed and 47 wounded, p. 122

10 - Seven crewmen of Monitor 111-2 were wounded during a fire-
fight involving a MRF two-battalion re'onnamssance-in-force
contingent and elements of the 516th '.vit Cong Bctta~lon
and the 570th DCU in Gioisg Trom District. Monitor 111-2
was struck by a rocket. The assault craft killed 4 VWet
Cong. p. 55

- A violent exchange of fire erupted following the landing
of infantrymen along the banks of Tai River, near Ben Tre,
by boats of RAD 0112, The firefight resulted in 16 Viet
Cong killed, 3 enemy sampanm destroyed and three secondar/
explosions achieved by the RAD 111 craft. p. 55-56

- VNXN took command of 14 U. S. Navy river craft. Aiong the•m
were six LCM3. p. 103

- Heavy enemy recoilless-rifle fire from the beach brought
retaliatory fire from PBRs escorting the Mekong Delta

resupply ship USS MARK and Vietnamese Navy LSIL 328 on
the Mekong River, 7I miles wcst-southwest of (y Tho. The
vn.vy gunners scored several hits on the Vietnamese

L".Iel, wounaing 13 and killing 2 others. Enemy casualtiez
•,,e unknown, p. 31-32

11 - 14 - A battle near Phu Cuong City left 30 enemy dead on the
battlefield, 2 Viet Cong were captured and 18 soldiers
sustained wounds. The battle involved TOAN THANG 269/k/8
forces -- two 8th ARVN Infantry Regiment battalions and
units of RAG 24 and 28. p 124

C0ViIDNTA
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12 June - MSTS chartered merchantman, 3$ JOH C, ran aground on
North Rerf, Paracel Ibland while carrying cargo from
the U.S. to Danang. p. 90

- USCGC WINOMA (WHW 65) fired a 4-day gunfire mission in
the vicinity of ong Doc River, destroying and damaging
a sizeable imtber of structures and sampans; causing
secondary explosions; killing 19 Viet Cong; wounding
7, plus another 43 eney probably killed, p. 16

13 - PACV's join Task Force CL IXWATER uvxer the operational
control of Commander, Hue River Security Group. p. 70

- Inemy artillery hit fuel farm at Cua Viet, destroying
13 bladders, 130,000 gallons of fuel and wounding one
man. p. 71

- TRUONG COmG DINH VB/60 yielded 15 Viet Cong killed
and 3 captured in Vinh Binh Province. p. 115

- A terrorist mining incident occurred in the NAVSUPPACT,
Danang Procurement Office, causing extensive damage
as well as wounding 7 military men and 2 Vietnamese
civilians. The charge was believed to have been
carried into the office by a Vietnamse woman. p. 7,

14 - General Creighton W. ABRAMS,, USA, visited the MlR for
the first time since assuming commaand as Commander,
U. S. Military Assistance Co'uand, Vietnam. p. 95

On- One-hundred VNN recruits left Saigon for 8 weeks of
basic training at the U. S. Naval Recruit Training
Comand, San Diego, California. p. 104

15 Operation QUMh? T GANG 53/T, a joint effort northwest
of Tax Ky, involving Coastal Group 15 units, TF 115
PCFs, PF battalion, units of U.S. lt Cavalry and 2
AHVN battalions, netted 16 Viet Cong killed; 3 cap-
tured; 4 tunnels destroyed; more than 100 small boats
destroyed; 17 larger bnats and 3 enemy controlled
hamlf.s damaged. p. 109

16 - River Division 53 PBR's medically evacuated a Vietnamese
woman in labor, and while enroute to the hospital the
woman delivered. p. 86-87

(
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16 Jun. - RAS 13 personmel and craft were ambushed twice in the
Rung Sat Special Zone. The ene• sprung the ambush
from both banks of the Ong Keo Stream, 8 miles southeast
of Nha be. Four sailors and one Vietnamose soldier were
wounded in the a.ttck. Thre, boats received minor damage.
p. 57-58

- TON THANG 199/252, conducted on the Vam Co River, resulted
in 17 enmy killed, 4 captured and 5 suspects detained.
ARVN troops suffered 4 wounded Ad one killed. RAG 24
also participated in the opertion. p. 125

PCF 19 reports being under attack by unknown aircraft
while on patrol near the Demilitarized Zone. USS BOSTON
(CAG-1) and HMAS HOBART wsre also attack by unidentified
aircraft in the same general area. p. 4-5

17 Fire support from Task Force 116.3.5 PBR's resulted in the
capture of 24 Viet Cong, the detention of 35 deserters/
draft dodgers and the death of 5 eneqr soldiers while
supporting a sweep operation on Tan Phong Island, 5j
miles northeast of Vinh Long. p. 32

An enemy ambush killed one Army artilleryman and wounded
13 other soldiers on the Can Tho River. The Aryen were
attacked by B-40 rockets, 6 miles southwest of Can Tho.
Retaliatory fire wa, not returned due to the area being
heavily populated. p. 59

- MF operated on Bassac River for the second time in its
16-month history. At O61.1,. MRF landed two infantry
battalions on beaches 31 mlte southwest of Can Tho to
exploit B-52 airstrike which had commenced 30 minutes
prior to the eosault landing. The enemy evaded the
ground troops but air cavalry helicopter gunships killed
33 of the fleeing Viet Cong. p. 59

18 - First and Sixth battalions formed a triangular cordon
around enemy elements north of Gia Dinh Sector. An enemy
break-through attempt netted the marine battalions 113
Viet Cong captured and 65 killed. p. 140

- Viet Cong used another of his many hideous booby traps.
This one was discovered during a careful inspection of
a sampan. The booby trap was a snake, tacked to a floor
board in a manner that allowed the reptile to strike at
whoever lifted the board. p. 31

ix ~J ~ 'A



19 June , A aeries of sporadic encounters netted WF ground
troops 9 a•a-'y a&gressors killed. This brought the
total of a three-day operation to 66 Viet Cong killed,
while frisit4ly forces lost 4 soldiers, and sustained
27 wounded, 3 of which were U. S. Navymen. p. 59-60

Second Coastal Zone PCFT's establ4shed kitikht extiltition
patrol for a Korean Tiger Division sweep. This operation
lasted for several days. The allied effort cornered an
estimated North Vietnamese regiment and resulted in more
than 140 enemy killed or wounded, with five of the enea
being the victim of navil gunfire. p. 10

20 - Dong Ha Combat Base came under attack by enamo artillery.
Secondary explesions and fires destroyed such of the
detachment cantonment, including 16 bladders and 160,000
gallons of fuel. Three sen were wounaed in the attack.
p. 71-72

-3? assault troops engaged an undetermined miss enemy
force west of Can Tho. Heavy airstrikes and artillery
barrages were placed on the eney positions. The Viet
Cong exfiltrated under the cover of darkness, but left
15 dead comrades behind. pa 60

RAD 112 units were struck by eneas rockets and automtic
weapons on the Can Tho River, 6 miles southwest of Can
Tho. One troop carrier was struck b7 a recoifless-rifle
round. Shrapnel dispersion wounded 8 embarked Arnymen.
An artillety barge burst into tl.aes following a direct
hit as 1053- howitser amunition exploded.. One 103-.
tube was also destroyed in the ambush. p. 60-61

21 - PBR 750 was the target of enemy gunners near Cai Be. With
a sampan in tow and the lone occupant, a female, aboard,
plus three other Viet Cong suspects captured earlier, PBR
750 came undor fire while clearing a canal. Ineq gunner.
scored two rocket hits on the boat, setting it ablase.
The boat went out of control and headed toward the beach
receiving four more B-40 rocket hits. The patrol cover
boat, PBR 723, opened with counter autoaatic-w"apoms aWd
rocket fire. aKG2 Patrick 0. FORD, USN, with his clothing
afire, was seen pt,0 4 -- •-.nbded P '74-n P'r*% r n Aw' the
side. PBR 723 rescued four personal two sailors, or*
Vietnamese policeman and one Viet Cong suspect. The
fesale was sighted swimming toward the beach to freedom.

I T 
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21 June - The enemy fire was suppressed following the arrival of
two additional PBRs and four Navy helicopter gunships.
P. 33

The charred body of M1 Scott 0. DEIPH, USN, was found
in the cockpit of PBR 750 following the ensuing battle
near Cai Be. The body of the patrol officer, LT William
E. DENIS, USN, was retrieved from the water later that
evenings. will as the bodies of two Viet Cong suspeets.
G(G2 FORD was still missing. Three other PER 750 crewmen
were missing. A search was initiated by 9 PBRs and 100
Vietnamese PF troops for the missing bodies. p. 34

- RF units and ground troops terminated a 5-day operation
and returned to the MRB in the vicinity of Can Tho. The
operation tallied 82 Viet Cong killed, 2 prisoners and
19 weapons captured, 24 persons detained and 39 bunkers
destroyed. U. S. casualties were 4 soldiers killed, 38
Arqmen and 3 Navymen wounded. p. 61

- PBR's and "Seawolves" conducted a joint operation with a
Provincial Reconnaissance Unit in southern Vinh Binh
Province. The U. S. contingent provided cover support
for the troops who atormed ashore to assault a Viet
Cong prison camp west of Long Toan. The joint effort
resulted in the release of 29 Vietnamese prisoners.
When the tide of the battle turned against the enemy,
Viet Cong prison guards fired on prisoners killing
4 and wounding 8 inmates. p. 39-41

Four PBR crewmen were killed and one PBM destroyed
during two separate firefights on the My Tho River.
The destruction of the PBR marked the 8th Navy river
patrol bvat (PBR) lost in combat. p. 25-27

22 Friendly forces incurred 12 ARVN killed, 24 wounded and
one VNN sailor wounded during a sweep'in Phu Cuong Pro-
vinceo The operation, TON THANG 280/A/7, also yielded
17 enemy killed and the seizure of a siseable weapons
cache. p. 125

24 Navy ,Seawolves" conducted two airstrikes against a
suspected enemy mobile unit 6 miles north of Sa Dec.
Results of the st.•ikes included 18 Viet Cong killed,
12 wounded and 6 sampans destroyed. p. 34



2 4 4*4 - Responding to a NN Coastal Group 13 request, PCF 12
conducted urgent naval gunfire mission against target
southeast of Tan My. Intelligence reports revealed
that the mission trapped 30 Viet Cong in a trench,
killing one and wounding at least three other commmmist
aggressorso po 6

2/ - 25 - Coastal Group 35 and PRU forces freed 29 government
officials held captive since the Tot Offensive during
Operation SONG THAN 31. A Hoi Chanh led the land force
to the enemy prison camp, 24 miles south of Phu Vinh.
P. 116-117

25 Two separate actions north of Saigon tallied 17 Viet
Cong killed, 2 captured and the seisure of 11 AK-47s
and assorted amunition during TOAN THANG 50/1D.3.
RAG 24 and 28 participated, supporting two companies
of the 2nd Battalion Vietnamese Airborne. p. 124-125

26 -SEALs landed on Dung Island east of Long Phu. The
landing resulted in 4 Viet Cong killed, 8 eneoW suspects
captured, plus the seisure of 2 German Nauser rifles;
50 rounds of aimnition; 4 U. S. M-26 grenades; one
CHICO( grenade and numerous documents. One SEAL was
wounded by a CHICOM grenade, thrown by a fleeing
Viet Cong. p. 41

26 - 29 Thomas D. NORRIS, Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Installations and logistics, tours military bases
in Republic of Vietnam, p. 96

30 USCGC N rOINWKA fired on six targets south of Phu
Cat Mountains, destroying 15 structures and damaging
14 others. p. 12.

-The total strength of U. S. Naval personnel under the
operational control of NAVFORV was 32.666. In addition,
U. S. Navy personnel assigned to III Marine Amphibious
Force was 3,644, while U. S. Coast Guard strength was
475.
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COASTAL SURVEILLANCE FCIE(aM,ý FOCE 115)

Fishing activity was light in makv, areas along the east coast of South

Vietnea due to late afternoon squalls and choppy seas during June. This

caused a very slight decrease in total detections froa the previous month

and made boarding operations difficult at tmues. However, surveillance

units of Task Force 115 were able to maintain very high percentages of

on station time and to continue the increased pre~surv on eneq forces

along the coast through naval gunfire. During June KARMT TIME and STABLE

DOOR operations detected a total of 147,108 craft in their patrol areas.

Because of sea conditions the percentage inspections or boardings was some-

what lower than usual. Inspections totaled 52,235 and boarding totaled

25,781. Suspicious activity or improper identification and craft papers

led to the detention of 72 craft and nearly 1600 persons for further in-

vestigation by intelligence and police authorities.

"OPERATION XARIET TIME

SAlthough XARKET TI3 units remained alert to prevent any major enemy

infiltration from the sea during June, the tempo of gunfire support and

blocking patrols in coordination with ground operations reflected the strong

mWsasis upon maximm utilization of all firepower resources. The total

number of naval gunfire missions was slightly less than the 357 carried out

in May, however, nore frequent use of spotters and closer liaison with

forces ashore for both targeting and Vun damage assessments resulted in a

significant increase in the veriMe.d enemy losses. There losses included:

" ' CONFIDENTIALIi "..I
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OPERATIONS IN THE FIRST COASTAL ZONE

A - PCF 19 - 16 JUNE
- __ MIL1TARIZEO ZONiE B - USCGC PT ELLIS - 26 JUNE

C - PCF 75 - 5 JU.E
VIE 11 am D - USCGC CAMPBELL - 9 JUNE

E - USCOC DUANE & PCF 27 - 30 JUNE

SCO I1

I
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144 Viet G' killed (86 probeble, 58 by body count)

101 junks or sampans destroyed

255 aitructures destroyed

80 Junks or alampans damaged

413 structure,9 daimagod

Surveillance results for MARKET TIME units included 105,543 detections

of junks and sampan&, of which 46,687 were inspecter and another 23,768 were

boarded. In addition, a total of 1,184 detections were made of steel hulled

vessels in MARKET TIME areas during June. All were determined to be non-sus-

picious by 807 inspections and 83 boardings during transit or on arrival in

South Vietnamese p'rts. There were no indications from intelligence sources

that large scale enemy sea infiltration had been attempted or carried out

during the month. Alert patrol personnel detained persona who were apparently

Viet Cong tux collectors moving among the local fishermen twice during June

and a number ot othe- ,raft were destroyed while attempting to evatt patrol

units.

First Coastal Zone

With the exception of a few late afternoon rain squalls the weather

remained excellent in the First Coastal Zone during June. This permitted

a nigh percentage of boardings by in shore PCF patrols and frequent use of

small boats for boarding operations by WPB'e. Junk and sampan detections

in the First Coastal Zone totaled 43,390. Of these, 40 percent were in-

spected and almost 30 percent were boarded. In addition to favorable

3
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weather aiding patrol effectiveness, maximum coverage was obtained in area

WAl by the use of one "Swift" boat with two crews being serviced by the off-

shore patrol in area 1B. This allowed a unit to be on patrol 24 hours a

day and eliminated the 5-hour transit time from Danang until the base at

Cua Viet can be reestablished. With the exception of a few areas, violat-

ions of restricted zones became less frequent during the month. High numbers

of detainees indicated good area coverage and effectiveness of the surveillance

operations.

Naval gunfire was employed by First Coastal Zone units more than 130 tiUes A
during June. At least 80 of these missions represented harassment and inter-

diction fire with no gun damage assessment possible. More than 30 other

missions were carried out against specific enemy targets at the request of

ground units and blocking patrols supported three ground operations. In

addition, evading junks or sampans were taken under fire 15 times. Hostile

fire was returned on four of five occasions.

The apparent use of helicopters by North Vietnamese forces in and just

north of the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) was a development which proved to have

traglc consequences for a First Coastal Zone PCF. At approximately 0100 on

the 16th PCF 19 reported it was under attack from unknown aircraft while on

patrol just off the DHZ. From their positions in adjacent patrol areas PCF

12 and USCGC POINT DUME proceeded to the support of PCF 19. Shortly after

the initial report of the attack two rockets fired at PCF 19 were observed

by POINT DUKE. One hit the "Swift" boat and the other appeared to be a

iKL
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near miss. Within minutes the PCF disappeared from the cutter's radar. Two

wounded survivors were rescued by POINT DUKE as attacks from unidentified

aircraft against both the cutter and PCF 12 continued for more than an hour.

During this time USS BOSTON (CAG-1) and HMAS HOBART were also attacked by

aircraft in the same general area. Observers ashore and the MARKET TIME

units reported both fixed wing aircraft and helicopters were involved in

the action. Air Force pilots called in response to earlier reports of

enemy aircraft near the DMZ, reported shooting down several helicopters.

However, no evidence of "reckage could be found. Subsequent investigation

of the events indicated that in the confusion following the initial reports

of helicopter sightings the friendly aircraft had attacked targets which

appeared to be on radar. These radar targets probably included PCF 19.

The use of helicopters by the enemy was neither conclusively proved nor

disproved although observers ashore and MARKET TIME units continued to

observe lights and other indications of helicopter activity along the

North Vietnamese coast and between the coast and nearby Tiger Island. Salvage

attempts on PCF 19 revealed that the "Swift" boat had been hit by three rockets,

two in the cabin and one in the engine compartment. Four Navymen and one

Vietnamese Navy (VNN) petty officer were killed. POINT DUkE and PCF 12 were

not damaged.

Early in the evening of 5 June, PCF 75 observed two friendly helicopter

gunships draw enemy fire from a position about 20 miles southeast of Cua

Viet. Although radio coandeationms auld not be eMtablehod one of ths
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""uships hovered alongside the "Swift" boat and indicated a desire for

assistance in engaging the enemy position. With the helicopter marking

the target with smoke PCF 75 furnished el-i mortar and .50 caliber machine

gun suppressive fire. The hostile fire was silenced and one bunker destroyed.

During the afternoon of 9 June USCGC CAMPBELL (WHEC 32) carried out

five naval gunfire support missions in conjunction with Operation HOUSTON II

20 miles northwest of Danang. Expending more than 75 rounds from her 5"/34

gun the cutter caused severe damage to Viet Cong base camps, trench lines,

and a supply route. One secondary explosion was observed in the vicinity

of the supply route. In, another mission on the 12th against eneF positions

approximately 10 miles further northwest along the coast the CAMPBELL again

achieved impressive results. This time some 170 rounds of 5"/38 awmmition

were expended damaging a causeway, 2 masonry structures and 19 houses, des-

troying 11 houses and starting 2 secondary fires. En& y personnel casualties

could not be determined.

Y: At 1925 on the 24th PCF 12 was requested by VNN Coastal Group 13 to

* •.I' conduct urgent naval gunfire against a target 20 miles southeast of Tan )y.

W The "Swiftm boat responded rapidly expending 15 high explosive rounds from

her 81-mm mortar. Intelligence reports the next day revealed that the

"mission had caught 30 Viet Cong in a trench, killing one and wounding at

least three.

In the early morning of 26 June USCGC POINT ELLIS detected a sampan

JF in the surfline while conducting small boat operations about 5 miles

46A1CON~
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northwest of Cua Viet. After the cutter connenced illuminating with her

81-m mortar the sampan began to evade toward the beach. A warning shot

was fired and POINT ELLIS closed to take the sampan under fire when heavy

hostile automatic weapons and rocket or mortar fire was received from the

tree line. The cutteropened to about 2,000 yards while returning the

fire with her .50 caliber uachine gun. Then 20Vounds of 5"/54 gunfire

from USS BLANDY (DD 943), a Seventh Fleet gunfire support ship, were

spotted by the cutter on the enemy position. The sampan was d4maged and

one Viet Cong was probably killed. POINT ELLIS was hit on the starboard

side of the bridge by one .50 caliber round which caused no personnel

casualties.

On 30 June USCGC DUANE (WHEC 33. carried out naval gunfire along with

PCF 27 using an I Corps spotter. Three targets were taken under fire on

Cape Ba Lang o about 20 miles southeast of Chu LaW. Firing nearly one-

hundred and thirty 5"/38 projectiles the cutter's gunners destroyed 10

structures and 2 bunkers, damaged 5 other structures and One bunker, and

probably killed 2 and wounded 2 Viet Cong.

Second Coastal Zone

Choppy seas reduced inshore fishing activity and hampered boarding

"operations in portions of the Second Coastal Zone. Yet there were also

heavy concentrations of fishing junks and sampans in areas such as 4C.

Also coastal junk traffic transiting Area 5 was moderate to heavy for

most of June. A total of 44,532 junks and sampans were detected by

7 rIDNIAL,
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Second Coastal Zoiwe surveillance units during June. More than 60 pircent were

boarded or inspectood.

Second Coastal Zone *Swift" boats and off shore patrol ships were also

active in providing naval gunfire during June. More than 40 harassment and

interdiction missions were carried out nlus another 20 missions fired in

response to requests for support by ground forces. In addition, hostile

fire was suppressed on two eccasic'-- and Ohree aeAing junks or sanpans

were taken under fire. Several blocking patrols were also carried out

in connection with ground sweeps of areas near the coast.

In the early evenirn of 1 June, PCF 100 conducted naval gunfire in

coordination with USS MANSFIELD (DD 728) at the request of an Ary forward

observer. ine observer had sighted Viet Cong moving on a hillside near

the coast about 45 miles north of Qui Khon. The "Swift* boat fired white

phosphorous mortar rounds to aid the spotter and then continued tiring high

explosive rounds when on target while the X&NSFI covered the area with

5-inch VT projectiles. PCF 100 moved to within 200 yards of the shore in

order to observe the effect of the destroyer's firing. Viet Cong could be

seen running down the hill and two were probably killed by the naval gunfire.

Between 0300 and 0400 on the morning of 5 Jule PCF 89 on patrol about

10 miles south of Qui Nhon observed a sampan moving from fishing boat to

fishing boat. The suspicious sampan was boarded and searched revealing

that the two occupants had a large sum of money in their possession. The

sampan contained only a few small fish and no nets. The suspects and sampan

! A
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were turned over to the Qui Nhon military police as, probable Viet Cong

tax collectors.

On the 12th about 30 miles north of Qui Nhon, PCF 90 carried out

a gunfire support mission against a known Viet Cong bunker eomplex. tv

Expending 100 mortar rounds the "Swift" boat destroyed two structures,

damaged two other structures and caused two secondary explosion*.

USCGC )'IINETcOA (WHEC 67) fired naval gunfire in support of a

landing by VNN Coastal Group 22 on the Qui Nhon Peninsula on the morning

of 21 June. The landing followed one-hour of gunfire by the cutter and

turned up grenades, clothing and cooking utensils. 2he*e•.wei1iMte&-

tions that at least five Viet Cong had been in the objective area when

the NNSTOKA commenced firing.

Second Coastal Zone PCF's supported a Korean Tiger Division sweep

of the l'hu Cat Howitains north of Qui Nhon with the establishment of a

tight e:dfiltration patrol on the 19th. During the operation which lastec

several days the "Swift" boats expended 130 mortar rounds in naval gunfire

and illumination missions for the Korean forces. An estimated North Viet-

naaese regiment was surrounded and suffered more than 140 killed or wounded

$ with an estimated five of the enemy being the victim of the naval gunfire.

'On 30 June MINNETONKA supported units of the Korean Capitol Division

Sby firing on six targets a few miles south of the Phu Cat Mounttins. Ex-

pending 170 rounds from her 5"/38 gun, the cutter destroyed 15 structures

i nd damaged 14 others.
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Third Coastal Zone

Light to moderate coastal traffic and favorable weather in the Third

Coastal Zone combined to make this month's inspection@ or boardings of

junks and sampans a high percentage (78) of the total number detected.

Routine patrols were considered effective with all stations manned close

to 100 percent of the time. A total of 9,300 indigenous craft were

detected in the Third Coastal Zone during June, or about 300 less than

in May. Of these detections a total of 7,198 junks and sampans were either

boarded or inspected. Operational control of patrols in Areas 8C and D

remained with CTG 115.3 due to the unreliable communications between these

areas and CTG 115.4 at An Thoi more than 100 miles away on the opposite side

of the Ca Mau Peninsula.

As in the other coastal zones naval gunfire support comprised a signi-

ficant portion of the month's activity. In addition to numerous harassment

and interdirtion missions, there were more than 30 naval gunfire support

missions conducted against specific targets at the request of ground forces

or local authorities. Five ground operations were supported by blocking

patrols and/or naval gunfire. Hostile fire was suppressed at least five

times during the month of June.

Hostile fire was received during psyops broadcasts near enemy positions

25 miles southwest of Vung Tau twice during the month. On the evening ofI"
the lst PCF 37 encountered light small arms fire. Later in the month on the

morning of the 17th PCF 103 was fired on by small arms from the same general
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area. On both occasions the "Swift" boats returned the hostile fire with

their .50 caliber machine guns and continued their broadcasts.

Using a forward air control aircraft from Vinh Binh Province as a

spotter USCGC POINT LEAGUE conducted a naval gunfire mission against

enemy positions in the Long Toan Secret Zone on 4 June. After sighting

personnel on the beach at 1420 the cutter notified sector authorities

who provided the spotter aircraft requesting that the area be taken

under fire. At 1435 POINT LEAGUE complied with 81-mm mortar fire on the

personnel and nearby structures. Damage was estimated it two structures

destroyed and four damaged with one Viet Cong probably killed.

While conducting naval gunfire against enemy positions near the mouth

of the My Thanh River in Ba Xuyen Province on the 10th, PCF 103 received

hostile fire from the beach. The enemy fire was quickly suppressed, but

not before one crewman on the "Swift" boat received minor wounds in the

engagement.

Hostile fire from the Long Toan Secret Zone in Vinh Binh Province

was encountered again on the 15th by USCGC POINT CCHFORT during a naval

gunfire mission. As the cutter was firing on huts and bunkers in an area

about 65 miles southwest of Vung Tau she received automatic weapons and

* recoilless rifle fire. After the cutter suppressed the hostile fire while

opening the range to the beach a light fire team from HAL-3 arrived on the

scene. The "Seawolves" saturated the area with rockets and machine gun

fire and also encountered hostile fire. Several huts and bunkers were

I13
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damaged and many fires were burning in the area when the action ended.

There were no friendly casualties.

In another action involving PCF 103 the enemy lost four (probably killed)

and one wounded. During a routine patrol off An Xuyen Province near the

mouth of the Ganh Hao River on 25 June the "Swift" boat observed 12 persons

on the beach in a restricted zone. The MARKET TIME unit complied with

a sector request to take the area under fire by expending 15 rounds from

her mortar and another 300 rounds from her .50 caliber machine guns.

Fourth Coastal Zone

As in the Second Coastal Zone boarding operations by Fourth Coastal

Zone patrols were hampered by sea conditions during June. High winds

and rough seas were frequently encountered during the latter part of

the month. Total junk and sampan detections reflect the deteriorating

weather. The figure of 8,321 is the lowest in several months. Of this

total, more than 3,000 were inspected and another 2,641 were boarded.

More than 80 naval gunfire missions were carried out in June by

Fourth Coastal Zone patrol craft. Twelve of these were in response to

urgent requests from Army or Vietnamese sector authorities. The most

impressive results recorded were obtained with the 5-inch guns of the

offshore patrol High Endurance Cutters (WHEC) using airborne obtervers

So adjust the fire.

In naval gunfire support missions carried out against targets requested

and spotted by Army observers in observation aircraft USCGC ANDROSCOGGIN

15' CONFIDENTIALI5
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(WHEC 68) inflicted heavy damage upon Viet Cong supply points and troop

concentrations in the vicinity of the Ong DoG River. Firing on more than

12 point and area targets in missions on 2,4,5,6p7,22,27, and 29 June

(see map for locetions) the cutter accounted for 64 structures and 52

"7 sampans destro•'ed, another 180 structures and 36 sampans damag~d: 6 Viet

Cong killed plus another 32 probably killed, and 5 Viet Cong wc.inded.

Firing in the same general area (see map) on the 12th, 14th, 15th and 17"th

USCGC WINONA (WHEC 65) scored the following results against 9 targets

requested and spotted by Army observers:

40 structures and 18 sampans destroyed

61. structures and 7 sampans damaged

S 2 large secondary explosions and one fire

19 Viet Cong killed plus another 43 probably killed/an estimatud 7

Viet Cong wounded

'Fourth Coastal Zone "Swift" boats also were active in naval gunfire

during June. Ch 6 June PCF's 3, U and 74 conducted Operation SWIFT KICK

II against Viet Cong positions on the coastal mountains 30 miles southeast

of Ha Tien. With their fire coor'dinated on three s-parate targets and

spotted by an Army aircraft the •Swift" boats expended more than 200 mortar

rounds in a two-hour period beginning at 0800. Heavy vegetation prevented

damage assessment, but one fire was started in the vicinity of a suspected

supply structure.

- On the 13th USCGC POINT CYPRESS conducted a naval gunfire mission against

16
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an enemy supply point 12 miles north of the Ong Doe River in response to

intelligence reports. A follow-up report received on the 17th indicated

that the cutter had damaged four structures, burned an amuunition supply

dump, killed four Viet Cong and wounded two others in 20 minutes of firing

from her 81-im mortar.

Responding to an urgent request from an Army unit just south of the

Ong Doc River on 18 June POINT CYPRESS was joined by USCGC POINT KENNEDY

in suppressing enemy fire on the Army unit. With POINT KENNEDY providing

illumination both cutters expended a total of 60 high explosive mortar

rounds into the enemy positions at the direction of the Army spotter.

Excellent target coverage was reported and contact was broken after about

an hour.

Three "Swift" boats combined their firepower against enemy positions

25 miles northwest of Rach Gia during the morning of the 26th using an

Arry spotter aircraft. During the mission by PCF's 5, 10 and 38, heavy

small arms and .50 caliber plus occasional recoilless-rifle fire was

encountered. Results of the mission included the destruction of 10

structures and one secondary explosion. There were no friendly casualties.

MARKET TIME UNITS

The Vietnamese Navy had an average of six PCX's and two PCE's on

MARKET TIME patrols daily during June manning eight patrol areas on a
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regular basis. In addition, an LSSL was used for a few patrols near the

end of the month and an MSC was on station for more than half the month.

The Royal Thai Navy HMTS PGK 12 was assigned to patrol stations in the

Fourth Coastal Zone for much of the month and fired several harassment

and interdiction missions.

Patrol aircraft from five Navy patrol squadrons participated in the

MARKET TIME air barrier during June. A detachment from Patrol Squadron

TWENTY-SIX (VP-26) continued to man the Southern Air Barrier flying P3A

Orions from U-Tapao, Th•i•Add. Detachments from VP-6, VP-42, VP-49,

and VP-50 operated Orions and SP2H Neptunes from Can Ranh Bay.

The following U. S. SEVENTH Fleet ships operated on MAIRKT TIME

off-shore stations during June in the periods indicated:

Dates

DER 329 USS KRETCHHER 1-2
DER 387 USS VANCE 1-8
DE1: 331 USS KOINER 8-20
DER 324 USS fAIAWONUT 1-24
DER 328 USS FIN'OH 24-30
|ST 141 USS STONE COUNTY 1-291S•- IZT 1076 USS PAGE COUNTY 29-30

MSO 444 USS FIM 1-6
MSO 508 USS ACHE 6-30
MSO 458 USS LUCID 6-30
KSO 457 USS LOYAY 1-6
MSO 466 USS PRIME 6-30
140S 431 USS DBATTLE 1-6
MSO 467 USS REAPER 6-30
MSC 206 SS WARBLER 1-6
MSC 289 USS ALBATROSS 1-6
MSC 208 USS WIDGEON 6-30
PG 88 USS CROCKETT. 1-30
WHEC 32 USCGC CAMPBELL 2-30

""2 WHEC 33 USCGC DUANE 1-22

"X



WHEC 67 USCGC MINNETOINKA 22-30
WHEC 68 USC.C ANDROSCOGGIN 1-9,20-30
WHEC 65 USCGC WINONA 9-30

MARKET TIME STATISTICAL SU)O(AR
June 1968

1. U. S. Ships/Craft:

NS 350 115 WPB; PO LS PG *1E

Daily a&erage number
of eraft on patrol 2 4 1 16 36 1 1 3

2. U. S. Activity: . ,'

TOTAL DETECTED WOOD - D)AY J NIGHT 55122g

STEML - DAY 61 NIGHT 56 0,2

TOTAL INSPECTED WOOD - DAY 2JQP MIGHT 2 45
•~7,59

STEEL - DAY NIGHT 19SDAA

TOTAL BOARDED WOW - DAY 16026 NIGHT 7 2

"STEEL - DAY - 5 IGHT j_

TOTAL DETAINED JUNKS 61 PEOPLE • (9 Viet Cong suspects)

k 3. Naval Gunfire:

TOGfAL MISSIONS • (Includes • cases of hostile fire suppression)

B ENEMY CASUALTIES j8 killed plus 86 probable

11 wounded plus 10 probable

19
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ENEMY MATERIAL LOSSES

101 junks or sampans destroyed

Sstructures destroyed

80 junks or sampans damaged

•13 structures damaged

OPERATION STABLE DOOR

All STABLE DOOR units maintained normal surface surveillance posture

and patrols during June. Junk and sampan detections totaled 40,281. There

were 4,741 inspections and 1,930 boardings which resulted in the detention

of 11 junks and 298 suspicious persons. Support of ground sweeps with

blocking patrols and numerous peyops broadcasts continued during the month.

Routine cperations were carried out by Inshore Undersea Warfare Unit

ONE (IUWU-i) at Vung Tau during June with 77 persons and 4 junks being

detained for improper identification, curfew violations, or suspicious

actions. June was also routine at Cam Ranh Bay where IUWU-2 detained 25

persons and 7 junks. Ships in port average 16 per day at Vung Tau and 25

per day at Cam Ranh Bay. Activity was at a low level at Vung Ro where

"an average of two ships per day were in port and routine patrols by IUWU-5

disclosed no suspicious activity.

On 6 June routine operations at Nha Trang were disrupted by a Viet Cong

attack on the Harbor Entrance Control Post and surrounding compound. The

21 (V j CONFIPP'L
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attack consisted of a 60-mm mortar and B-40 rocket barrage followed by

infantry/sapper attacks with satchel charges, grenades and AK-47 fire.

At the onset at 0130 in the morning two direct hits on the boat control

station killed the assistant officer-in-charge of IUWU-4 and three enlisted

watch standers. The enemy forces penetratec the perimeter of the U. S.

facility and caused extensive damage with grenades and recoilless rifles.

A Korean A.my reaction force arrived on the scene shortly after U. S.

personnel had been evacuated into boats. The enemy force of about one

company retreated after failing in attempts to destroy bomb loaded trucks

parked at the facility with satchel charges. All ships and craft in the

area were able to clear the harbor and anchor out without sustaining any

damage. Two other IUWU-4 men were wounded in the fighting. Enemy casualties

were unknown. During the month no craft or personnel were detained and the

average number of ships in port was three per day.

Operations were normal for IUWU-3 at Qui Nhon where the harbor activity

averaged 16 ships per day in port. Surveillance patrols detained five persons

ditring the month.
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Size in no guarantee of innocence. PBR's of the Rimg Sat Spi.ciaI. Zone
inspct water traffic an the Dong Nai River east of Saigon.
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RIV PATROL FORCE (TASK FCE 116)

In early June, intelligence reports indicated that the Viet Cong

planned to move segments of their existing forces in IV Corps Tactical

Zone (Mekong Delta) to support their continuing pressure and harass--

ment on the Capitol Military District of Saigon/Cholon and its environs.

As the month continued indicatioe of increased Viet Cong activity were

prevalent. GAME WARDEI mits continued to conduct round-the-clock patrols

and were poised to met any new eneq threats.

To counter the Viet Cong movemnt tomrd4 and the_*ne qthre*t against

the C&pitol Military Dintr±it, GAME WARDE operations were extended to

provide one river section of PBR's to patrol the Dong Nai River between

Nha Be and a pertion 4 k-iloters south of the Long Binh Bridge northeast

of Saigon. SEALs also coInenced operations for the first time along the

waterways to the east of Saigon.

During the month eneu harassment against the river patrol boats on

the Bassac River decreased alightly, while action on the remaining rivers

in the Delta showed little change. In the Rung Sat Special Zone, there

was a definite rise in the number of incidents involving PBR's, aircraft

and evading sampans. An average of five such incidents per month for the

past three months increased three-fold in June.

Four PER crewmen were killed during June in two separate firefights

when patrol craft were attacked by eneaq gunners. During the egagement

that occurred on 21 June on the My Tho River, one PER was destroyed

25"
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beyond opaiar. This was the eighth PER lost in combat.

GAM1 WAORK support to Vietnamese Regional Force, Popular Force and

Provincial Reconnaissance Unit troops coutinued as the Vietnamese units

ewhibited more aggressiveness and conducted more freqKuent oerations

against the Viet Cong.

At the end of the month there were 193 PBR's in-country of the planned

total of 250.

During the month Task Force 116 units engaged in 183 firefights, and

accounted for 75 en•ei killed, 38 wounded, and 12 captured. Friendly

losses included four FBR crewmen killed and 12 wounded.

This month a record 118,698 craft were detected by river patrol forces;

of these 31,919 were inspected and 41.,428 were boarded.

Mine sweeping operations reached a turning point as the Vietnamese

Navy assumed exclusive responsibility for clearing comund-detonated mines

from the Long Tau River Shipping Channel to Saigon. Six (LCM(M)'s (Landing

Craft Medium Minesweeper)) from Mine Division 112 (TU 116.4 2) and eight

PBR's were transferred to the Vietnamese Navy. Mine Division 112 retained

the responsibility for mine countermeasures against moored mines. Rear

Admiral Kenneth L. VETH, USX, Commander U. S. Naval Forces, Vietnam at

the change over ceremonies conducted at the Vietnamese Navy Headquarters

in Saigon, commented as follows: ... to nW knowledge the Vietnames Navy

is the first of the services of the Republic of Vietnam to assume exclusive

responsibility previously held by United States forces."
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OPERATIONS IN I CORPS TACTICAL ZCNE

PBR'a continued to support CTF CLEARWATER in providing security forces

for logistical craft operating on the Perfume and Cua Viet rivers. Five

additional PER's joined River Section 543 bringing the River Section to

10 boat strength for operations on the Cua Viet River under the operational

control of CTF CLEARWATER. (See Task Force CLFARWATER)

RUNG SAT SPECIUL Z(KM RIVER PATROL GROUP

At 0803 on the morning of 4 June the merchant ship AIAM VICTORY,

transiting the Long Tau Shipping Channel, was fired upon by Viet Cong

forces using automatic weapons about 7½ miles southeast of Nha Be. PBR'a

on patrol sped to the scene and took the wmbus site runder fire with

machine guns and M-79 grenades. Contact with the enenr was lost as they

fled into the dense ground-cover. There were approximately 30 rounds

fired at the ship with all shots missing the target. Sneay casualties

were unknown.

On 6 June at 0540 PBR's on the Long Tau River detected a mine 150

feet from the east bank of the river at a point about 3 miles southeast

of Nha Be. The mine consisted of a spherical object about 8 inches in

diameter connected to a drum like device about 2½ feet in diameter. The

device was kept under surveillance awaiting the arrival of EOD personnel

and at 0638 the mine exploded from unknown cause. It was later noted that

minesweepers had recovered 48 feet of a conductor wire in the area where
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the mine was located during a swee, made between 05D0 and 0700 that morn-

ing. There were no casualties.

While on a routine morning river patrol, mn 18 Jarne, PBR's observed

a sa&qan with a single occupant about 6½ miles southwest of the Navy base

at Nha 1)@. Upon sighting the PBR patrol the sampan headed for shore, the

occupant beached the sampan, detached the motor and disappeared in the

heavy undergrowth along the river's edge. The sampan was retrieved and

during a careful inspection a snake was found tacked to a floorboard in

a manner that would allow the msake to etrike whomever lifted the board.

kao foumd was a gas mask and a fishing net.

DELTA RIM PATROL GROUP

Operations in the Mekong (My Tho) River

On 10 June three PBR's were escorting USS MARK (AKL-12), a Mekong

Delta resupply ship, and Vietnamese Navy ship LSIL 328 along the My Tho

River in an area of acti, e Viet Cong harassment, located abaat 7' miles

k west-southwest of My Tho City, when heavy recoilless-rifle and automatic-

weapons fire eruapted from the beach, The PBR's immediately comnenced

firing runs against the three enemy firing poeitions.

Prior to the attack, the Patrol Officer, Signalman First Class

DAVIS, having been advised of potential ambush areas, manuevored his

patrol close to the beach. The intense flat trajectory fire of the

patrol boata' 'guns coupled vith artillery fire that was called for
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revalted in the suppression of the aen ' fire after the third firing run

by the Navy boats. Although the eemy positions were under heavy counte*#-

fire the Viet Cong gwners scored at least five recoilless-rifle hits on

the Vietnaase Navy ship, wounding 13 ad killing 2 others. The immediate

grasp of the tactical situation and quick reaction by Petty Officer DAVIS

undoubtedly resulted in keeping casualties to a minimum. Casualties in-

flicted on the enoey was undetermined.

On 17 June four PER's from Task Unit n16.3.5 acted as a blocking

force for a RY/PF, RAO 31 weep operation of Tan lhong Island, located

5* miles northeast of Vinh ong. The morning operation, with the Pa'os

lending fire support from the river's edge, netted the capture of 24

Viet Cong, the detainment of 35 deserters and draft dodgers and the death

of 5 Viet Cong soldiers. The gromni troops also destroyed 30 bunkers and

17 Viet Cong flags and captured 5 pounds of medical supplies. There were

no friendly casualties during the hO-minute operation.

on 8 June a PBR patrol on the My Tho River, about 2½ miles southeast

of Gai Be, came under heavy rocket and automatic-weapons fire about 30

minutes after the patrol ceased psychological operations broadcasts. The

t: cover boat,. PER 750, was hit by a B-4O rocket that caused minor wounds to

three of the crewmen. An additional PER patrol and a t 1Seawolf" helicopter

fire team were called in to suppress the intense fire of the enemy. The

firefight lasted 50 minutes and Navymen had killed at least one Viet Cong,

"destroyed three structures and damaged four others.
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On 21 June, PBR 750 was once again the target of enwe fire In the

same area. This time the Viet Cong achieved devastating results. PDR

750, with a Vietnames National Policeman and three Viet Cong suspects

aboard, had pursued and captured an enemw sampan that had evaded up a

small canal off the My Tho River. As the patrol boat cleared the canal,

with the sampan in tow and the lone female occupant aboard, the Viet Ccng

unleashed a heavy barrage of automatic-weapons and rocket fira from ambush.

Two rockets scored direct hits on the boat setting it ablaze. The burning

boat went out of control and headed for the beach as four more B-40 rockets

smashed, into the disabled craft. PBR 723, the cover boat, returned fire,

and GW2 Patrick 0. FORD, USN, was last seen, with his clothing ablaze,

pushing wounded crewmen from the burning boat. The cover boat moved in

and with guns still firing at the sneoy positions, picked up two wounded

PBR sailors, one Vietnamese National Policem.n and one Viet Cong suspect

from the water. The female in the sampan was last sighted swimming toward

the beach.

Two additional PBR's and four Navy helicopter gunships were on the

scene within 10 minutes and the enemy fire was soon suppressed. The cover

boat had expended all available aimwmition except for side ar"s which the

crew= were firing as the boat cleared the area. Casualties inflicted on

the enery were undetermined.

At the conclusion of the battle three crewmen were still missing and

and intense search was initiated by nine additional PBR's and 100 Vietnamese
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Popular Force troops. The charred body of 311 Scott G. DELPHS, US(, was

found in the cockpit of PER 75O that hadb bued to the waterline. The

I hulk was later destroyed. The body of the patrol officer, Lieutenant

' William . PDENNIS, USH, was recovered from the water later that evening,

as well as the bodies of two Viet Cong suspects that had been aboard the

stricken craft. FORD was still missing. In addition to the above casual-

ties, two other Navymua were wounded.

The rccovery of the body of CH02 FORD, which occw'red on 25 June,

illustrates the rapid response of both Viet Cong and Vietnamese forces

to circumstances. The body of FORD was found by a Viet Cong patrol after

the bitter engagement. The Viet Cong positioned his body in plain view

of any passing patrol on the river and set an mbush around the body. The

Popular Force outpost chief learned of the Viet Cong plan and sent his own

force to attack the Viet Cong and recover the body. They accomplished

"both missions and probably saved a PER patrol frc a particularly devastr,

ating ambush. Petty Officer FORD was posthumously awarded the Navy Cross

for his heroic actions.

Oa 24 June, Navy "Seawolves" conducted two airstrikes against a xus-

pected Viet Cong mobile unit reported abou't 6 miles north of Sa Dec. The

two strikes conducted within a 14-hour span accounted fdr 18 Viet Cong

killed by the helicopters' machine guns and 2.75-inch rockets, 12 wounded

and 6 sampans destroyed.
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Operations in the Ham Luong River

Shortly after noon on 18 June a PBR patrol operating 6 miles south

of Ben Tre suddenly came under a heavy barrage of automatic weapons fire

from the western bank of the river. The boats returned the fire and were

soon supported by Navy helicopter gunships that rained their ordnance

on the Viet Cong firing positions. USS HUNTERDON COIUTY (LST-838) arrived

on the scene and comenced bombarding the enemy with her 40-mm cannons.

The engagement was soon over as the enew broke contact. The all-Navy

team destroyed 5 structures, 12 bunkers and damaged 5 other structures.

The number of enexy killed and wounded was undetermined. There were no

friendly casua ties.

Operations in the Co Chien River

At 0225 on 21 June PBR's landed SEALs of MIKE Platoon on the west

bank of the Co Chien River about 4 miles north-northeast of Phu Vinh.

The platoon patrolled inland a short distance where they spotted several

"hootches" (Vietnamese huts). When they entered the first hootch one male

attempted to escape -- he was taken under fire and killed. At the second

hut two more Viet Cong were encountered and as they attempted to escape

they were also shot. One was identified as thb village chief. As the

Navymen continued their search a third hootch was searched and another

escaping Viet Cong was killed. The patrol continued to move to the north-

east where enemW movement was noticed in a treeline. Two Viet Cong were

killed when a SEAL opened fire on the area of movement. "Seawolves" were
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then cal led in to secure the remainder of the treeline. Following the

gunships' firing runs, a search revealed three more enamy killed. The

patrol moved back toward the river in the morning darkness and burned a

hootch aid blow up, a bunker. Following this action the SEALs returned to

the hootch of the village chief and questioned the remaining occupants.

The SEALs then destroyed the hootch, returned to the rivers' edge and with-

drew. The area patrolled was intensely fortified with bunkers and fighting

holes. There were no casualties to the friendly forcea. A total of nine

Viet Cong ere killed and one Viet Cong captured during the 7-hour opera-

tion.

On 2. June. PBR' s and Navy armed helicopters teamed up and wounded 18

Viet Con in an action initiated whea the Viet Cong ambushed a PBR patrol

conducting a psychological -operations broadcast mission 6 miles east of

Vinh Long. The action commenced when the patrol boats were taken under

fire at 1537. The boats' return fire soon suppressed the enemy fire,

wounding one Viet Cong. Word was received that an outpost on the eastern

end of the island had spotted a Viet Cong squad heading west on the north

side of the island. The PBR's sped around the north sW~e and saturated

the area with their guns. Meanwhile, "Seawolves" were launched and headed

to assist the patrol boats. The PBR's took a sampan attempting to evade

under flra, wounding one occupant while the other occupant escaped into

the treeline. The sampan was destroyed. Seven more Viet Cong were sighted

in a tresalino amd the "Seawolves" made a firing run wounding four of them.
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Three more of the anemy were sighted as they moved vest carrying weapons

and attempted to awin a canal. The three were fired upon and wounded.

As the action continued another sampan wais detected and destroyed. Its

occpant was wounded. The sce.e was repeated again by the PBR's as their

guns seroed in on another sampan and its lone occupant. Two aw~e Viet

Cong were shot and wounded as they attempted to cross an open field. As

the enemy continued to disperse five more fleeing Viet Cong with weapons

were wounded by machine gun fire from the PBR's and "Seawolves," The

Navy team continued to fire into the enemy occupied area and several large

jun); and hootches where Viet Cong were seen entering. One hootch and two

large Junks were destroyed. At.1e48. a reaction Sorco of Popi•.r Force

troops were landed and.& a sweep was conducted; however, no contact was made

with the enemy ground troops. The Vietnamese troops detained three persons,

one of which was later confirmed as a Viet Cong. Many bldod trails were

found leading from the area where the PHR's had taken runxng Viet Cong

under fire. There were no friendly casualties. 1Maw losses confirmed

1,4 were 18 Viet Cong wounded, one hootch destroyed, 2 Junks destroyed, 3 sam-

pans dostroyed, on secondary explosion, one Viet Cong captured and 2 Viet

Cong suspects detained.

SOn 26 June, in the early morning darkness, a SEAL platoon (TU 116.2.0)

"waited in ambush about 5 miles jpqrth of Phu Vinh. This time the Navymen' s

guns were first to break the darkened silencewhan two enemy sainpans with

troops aboard moved into the kill zone. Eight more cummunist aggressors
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would fail to witness the morning sunrise. The SEALs withdrew without a

casualty -- another mission corpleted with gratifying results.

On 29 June, SEAL Team JULIETr platoon landed on an island in the Co

Chien River 7 miles northwest of Phu Vinh and in a period of three hours

encountered and killed 8 Viet Cong. There were no Navy easualtiese

Operations in the Bassac River

On 7 June about 1800 a PBR patrol from River Section 514 came under

heavy automatic weapons fire from four positions on the northern tip of

Tan Dinh Island, located about I4 miles down -river from the PBR base at

Binh Thuy. The boats received numerous hits as they sped to the north to

clear the ambush area. One crewman on the cover boat was hit in the head

and another one was lost overboard. It was believed that 0M02 Mitchell A.

WENTZ, USN, was dead or seriously wounded when he entered the water dUe to the

eneny rounds that 'mashed into the a~ta where WENTZ was standing while firing

his 40-mm grenade launcher. Unable to suppress the enemy fire the PBR's

departed the area to medically evacuate the wounded sailor. A search was

commenced for Petty Officer WENTZ by nine PBR's and two helicopters. The

search was unsuccessful. md was terminated at 2030 due to darkness. Two

days later WENTZ's body was recovered from the river by Vietnamese fisher-

* men several miles from the scene of the engagement.

On 21 June, two PBR's and a Navy helicopter light fire team conducted

a Joint operation with 90 Vietnamese Provincial Reconnaissance Unit troops
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in southern Vinh Binh Province. The PER's and "Seawolves" provided cover

nupport for the troops that stormed ashore to assault a Viet Ccz prison

camp 8 miles west of Long Toan, near the mouth of the Bassac River. The

whirlwind attack culminated in the release of 29 Vietnamese prisoners.

During the fighting, as the tide of battle turned against them the Viet

Cong prison guardr fired on the prisoners killing four and wounding eight.

On 26 June SEALs from SEAL Team Detachment GOLF, JULIETT Platoon' were

landed an Dung Island, 6 miles east of Long Phu, at 0330. The patrol

moved north a short distance and waited until first light before they

entered two structures. Four Viet Cong found in one structure were killed

as they attempted to escape. Near the structure four more enenW troops

were found and captured. A search of the structures revealed weapons,

ammunition and grrmades. The SEALs continued to patrol the area and came

upon three Viet Cong hiding in bunkers. One was shot and wounded. A

fourth Viet Cong was found hiding in the river. At 0735 the Navymen with-

drew from the island, having killed four Viet Cong. Eight Viet Cong sus-

pects were captured along with 2 German Hauser rifles, 50 rounds of ammuni-

tion, 4 U.S. M-26 grenades, one CHICOM grenade and numerous documents. One

SAL was wounded slightly -when struck in the face by a CHICOM grenade,

thrown by a fleeing Viet Ccng, which failed to explode.

GAME WARDEN UNITS

On 1 June, USS HUNTERDON COUNTY (LST-838) deparued station on the
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Ha= Luang River, proceeded to My Tho and debarked River Section 532, uhich

vacated task unit designator 116.3. and assumed 116.3.1. After embarking

River Section 533, vhich vacated task unit designator 16.3.1 and assumed

116.3.4., HUTEDON COMT proceeded to station on the lower Ham Laong

River.

On 1 June Task Force 116 realigned task organisation as follows:

Numerical Designator Operational Title Command

TF 116 River Patrol Force CCO4RIVPATFOR

To 116.1 Bassac River Patrol Group CCWIVDIV 51

TO 116.2 Co Chien River Patrol Group CCKIIVDIV 52

TO 116.3 My Tho River Patrol Group COMRIVDIV 53

TO 16.-4 Rung Sat Special Zone Patrol
Group RSSZ Advisor

TO 116.5 Upper Mekong Delta River
Patrol Group CC(RIVDIV 55

TO 116.6 Special Operations Group OinC SUAL TeamDet ALFA

TO 116.7 PER Support Group COM NVR 5
TO 116.8 Holo Support Group CO HA(L)-3

TF 116.9 Special River Support Group COHRIVPATFOR

The 'task force organization was reil sed to establish the Upper Delta

River Patrol Group (TO 116.5), the Special Operations Group (TO 116.6), the

PBR Support Group (TO 116.7) and the Special Operations River Patrol Group

r (TG l16.9).
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On 1 JuneRiver Section 551 assumed task element designator 116.4.1.6.

and River Section 552 assumed task element designator 116.4-1.7. Also

APL-55 was rrjclassified as the YRBM-I8.

On 2 June, River Section 543 Detachment "B" vacated task element desig-

nator 116.4.1.3 and rejoined River Section 543 Detachment "A" in Danang.

Also on 2 June the PE base at Ny Tho reciived 10-15 rounds of enemy

mortar fire. One Navyman was slightly wounded.

On 5 June USS GARRETT COUNTY (LST 786) changed to the operational con-

trol of CTF 116 and arrived on station in the lower Co Chien River and on

6 June embarked River Section 523 (TU u16.2.4) and Helicopter Attack (Light)

Squadron THREE, Detachment FOUR (TU 116.2.8), and relieved USS JENNINGS

COUNTY (IST 846) TU 116.2.6 and commeneed GAME WARDEN operations.

On 6 June USS JENNINGS COUNTY proceeded to Japan for overhaul, changing

to the operational control of CTF 76 enroute.

On 11 June SEAL Team Detachment GOLF, JULIETT platoon relieved SfAL

I. Team Detachment ALFA, Ninth Platoon at Vinh Long and assumed task unit

dasignator 116.6.2. SEAL Team Detachment ALFA, Ninth Platoon relieved

SEAL Team Detachment ALFA, Eighth Platoon at Binh Thuy and assumed task

unit designator 116.6.1.

On 16 June River Section 543, under the operational control of CTF

CLEARWATER relocated to Cua Viet from Danang.

On 23 June SEAL Team Detachment ALFA, Third Platoon under the opera-

tional control of CTM 116.4 became active in the Capital Military District

for the defense of Saigon. This was the first use of SEALs in this area.
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GAME WARDmE STATISTICS SUW•MI
JUNE 1965

I. PBR TOTAL DAX NIOHT

(a) Patrols (two boats) 2.,238 19109 1.,129

(b) Contacts 118,698 105,585 13,113

(c) Inspected 31,919 28,066 3,853

(d) Boarded 41,428 38,743 2,685

(e) Patrol Hours 59,927 33,650 26,277

(f) Sampan/Junks Detained 1

II. SEAWOLF 141W

(a) Halo Hours 1.430 1,115 315

(b) Pro-Planned Strikes 326

(c) Reaction Strikes 58

(d) Targets of Opportunity 225

(e) Support Missions 240

III. SEAL (6 Platoons)

(a) Missions 57

(b) Contacts 24

IV. M DET

(a) MSB Patrols 60 3>0 30

(b) LCM(M) Patr4,, 9 0 9
(1) Mine Division 112 turned

over 6 LC"A(M)'s (Landing
Craft Modium Kinesweep)
to the Viatnamese Navy
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IV. KM DET (CCIHTD) TOTAL DAY NIG• T

and the Vietnamese Navy
assud exd ww ive respon-
sibility for chain drag
minemeping of the Lng
Tau and Doug Nai shipping
channels.

(c) Contaots
(1) Wire recovered 11
(2) Mines recovered 0

V. 1ST

(a) OQn Fire Support Missions 20

VI. GAM WA1DIM TOTALS

(a) Firetighta

PER HEW SEAMS NIE LSt TOTAL

78 87 17 1 0 183

(b) Sampana Destroyed 73 Damaged 101 Captured 1

(c) Junks Oestroyed 3 Damaged 4 Captured 0

(d) Structures Destroyed 118 Damaged 196

(e) Bunkars Destroyed 19 Damaged 6 1
()&WAV~ casualties

Credited to: KIA(BC) KIA(POSS) WIA tT

PR 18 5 10 0

HEW 15 6 19 0

M. DIV 0 0 1 0
SE O •AL 12 k6 81
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VI. GAM WARDEN TOTALS (aT*D)

Credited to: KIA(BC) KI.(POSS) VIA CAPTURED

LST 0 0 3 0

TOTALt 75 19 38 12

CumulAtite- (Since 6/66)2,094 449 375 213

(g) Friendly Casualties-Hostile

KIA WIA DOW

PBR 4 8 0

HELO 0 2 0

SEAL 0 2 0

MINE DIV 0 0 0

LST 0 0 3

TOTAL: 4 12 0

Cumulative (since 6/66) 58 705 6

(h) Friendly Casualties-Non-Hostile

DEATHS IN JURIES

PBR 1 6

HaLO 0 0

SEAL 0 3

KME DIV 0 4

LST 0 0

TOTAL 1 13

Cumulative (Since 6/66) 16 (Since 4/68)17
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(.)FriandJlY Batt1l* Deauage

RZPAIRABIZ -DtSTROYE
PBR 71

HEW 6 0

I31IIDIV 0 0

1ST 0 0

SICAL CRAT 0 0

(a) MIIA
PMR 133 Since 6/66t 95o 7
SEA1A)LF 4& since 6/66: 225

-TIA
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ThurIng the month of June the Viet Cong displayed the abiity to

avoid contact with the Moile Rivezine Force (W?). Although M1 targets

were selectively chosen, baned cc reportedly largo-scqale'.iet Cong activity

and preparations to attack cities in the Delta,9 significant contact with

the anmay (larger than platoon) did not develop. ?he WiL ranged the Mekong

Delta to meet the repor ted multi-battalion strength of the nomadic enen';

first at Cao Laubi; then Can Tho; and finally Saigon; howevr,, the Viet

Cong ,chose not to fight. Another X3? milestone was attained when a third

river assault squadron commnced cosat operations on 12 June.* River As-

ma~t Squadron THIRTEEN, operating from the Nha Be Naval Base in Olia Dinh

Province., received1 its "baptism under fire" when it engaged the snowy on

16 June, 8 miles southeast of Nha Be. Casutalties In the MRF were at the

lowest level since November 1967 as U. S. Navy forces had no fatalitiesI

and 24~ wounded, while U. S. Argpamn suffered 15 killed and 81 wounded.

Cwu~lative,`bnwW casualties for the month were 14~7 killed.

Operations in Vinh Long Province

Oni 1 June the MRF conducted 4 two-battaLlion riverine strike operation

in the Se Dec area, approximatelyv 4--miles southeast of the city of Sa Dec

in the Due Thon District. The operation commenced at 2300 the night be-

fore, when RAD 112 assault craft escorted Task Force SIX OPN to establish

Fire Support Base (FSPB) COMEI on the aouth bank of the Mekong River 41

mile, east of $a Dec. The artillery barges.pwde the 33-mile transit from
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Task Force LII GUN, enroute to a Fir. Support Base (PSPB), gets escort
support froms RAD 1.12 assault craft as the riverine contingumt transit
the Mekong River to their objective.
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Ben Tre without incident and their 105-uu howitsers were laid and ready

to fire as RAD's,91 and 2.11 entered the Nba Man Stream at 0820 en route

to the beaching area.

The Mha Mani Stream had heavily wooded banks that wore knoun to be

oriented toward the wvatorwq. With artillery coverage an call andt an

Ari helicopter fire team flying overhead, the two RAD's with their

embarked troops wore alert ani ready for a tough fight as thq cautiously

procted n the treeline and densely folia+4d vaterwrs. 1kch to *Aeirf

surprise, both divisicut landed, their infantrysm without an opposition.

)eanwhilo, as t.ýe PRF troops kept pressing inland In search of the

olusive onene, the ERB relocated frm the vicinity of San Tre and arrived

at 1015 at an anehorage oan the Mekong River A miles northwest of Wiuh

SLong. The infantrymn encu©ntwed several squad mss eolements late that

afternoon and coqtinued their pursuit vell into the night. The action

coNInced at 1600 vhen cloamts of te 3/60th Inf. Ba. came under attack

from sveral bunkers 5 miles southeast. of Sa Dec. Sporadic action con-

tinued during the night as TF 117 assault craft provided d&recV' support 4
from tho narrow waterways with gunfire, flamethrovers and riot control

gas. The armored troop carriers, under intenes ene fire, repeatedly

beached their craft to reiove wounded evodiers from the battle sane.

At 1915 that saw evening, n rzinnr wvre sighted in the KRB anchor-

age near ships of TF 117, USS BENIUAH (APB-35) &nd USS ASKARI (ARL-30)

personnel reported positive identification of 5winar In the water near
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Troops, of the Nlnth InfantrY DivIaim, the Arxr caoosat of the Mobile

RiverineiYorce, mwv off the rap of an arwared troop carrier during an

assault landing in South Viestan's Mekang Delta.
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their ships. The area was saturated with concussion grenades by RAD 92

MRB defense patrols with negative results. Minesweeping operations were

imediately intensified and an additional anti-swimer defense boat corn-

menced patrolling to counter the eney wimmsr threat.

At 1600 on 2 June riverine craft of RAD 111 were asibed by smal-

arm and automatic-weapons fire from the west bank of the Cai Tau River

8 miles west of Vinh Long. The boats, in the process of backloadiqg

troops of the 3/17th Inf. h., could not return the fire because frAr

troops were in close proximity to the point of origin of th& hostile fire.

one sailor received minor wounds during the engagemnt.

About 30 minutes later units of RAD 91 were attacked by light sniper

fire and one rocket round from an unknom-sis* Viet Cong force. The attack

cam from both banks of the Cal Tau River, 8 miles southeast of Sa Dec,

just as the boats were withdrawing from the objective area. ATC-91-5 took

one rocket hit below the, waterline which failed to explode. The boat

started taking on water, but the flooding was imediately brought under

control. There were no frindly personnel casualties and enemy losses

were un1owi .

The Army/Navy team completed their ground and waterborne sweep through

the Duc Ton District and returned to the NRB at 1730 on 2 June, after expe-.

riencing, only light contact with the Viet Cong. The cumAlative statistical

r results of the two-day operation were i4 Viet Cong killed, 9 suspects do-

tained, and 6 bunkers and 5 booby traps destroyed.
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operations in Kien Phg Province

S5 Jime the coim mencod a ftwo-battalion riverins rec mu a iss ice-

in-force operation in the Cao Lanh and Lien Van districts to locate and

engage the Viet Cong 502A and 502B battalions. The five major ships of

the 33 relocated from the vicinity of Sa Dec to an anchorage an the Mekong

River about 3 miles south of Cao Laish. The 37 units launched their sweep

of the objective area along the Can Lo River about 4&s miles #ast of %Cao

Lanh at 0745,, but failed to establish contact with the mWq. The only

significant results of the one-dq operation ws 81 bunkers and 25 sam-

pans destrowed, and 44 Viet Cuf suspects held for questioning. There

were no MRF casualties, and the operation terminated that evening Wtam

the troops were returned to the NLB.

Operaticas in Ding Tong Province

M? operatich 51-68 commnced ear3y on 7 June uhen the MY conducted

a two-battalion operation in the Giao Duc District to locate and aengage

the Oiao Duc. District Control Unit (DCU) aW the elusive Viet Cong 502

Main Force Battalion. On the previous morning the M3 relocated without

incident to an andhorage on the Mekong River 5 miles east of Sa Dec.

Once again the eara chose not to challenge the pow-r of the MY? as

contact with the Viet Cong consisted of sporadic small-arms fire. After

two days of negligible ooptact with the enem agCressors, the iLfantr'ymn

were returned to the 33 * units of RAD's I92 and MJ1 at 21a5 on 8 June.

The 4RB imwdiately departed the Sa Dec anchorage and returned to Dong
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Tam. The statistical results of this operation were 3 Viet Cong killed,

4 prisoners-of-war captured, 77 suspects detained, and 82 bunkers destroyed.

Friendly losses imounted to one Vietnamse "Tiger" scout killed by a booby

trap and 10 U.S.-soldiers wounded.

Operations in Kien Hoa Province

On 10 June the MRF commenced a two-battalion reconnaissance-in-force

operation in the Giong Tron District to locate and destroy elements of

the 516th Viet Cong Battalion and the 570th DCU.

In a pre-dawn attack, units of RAD 1i1, en route to beaching areas,

were ambIshed along the heavily wooded Oiao Hoa Canal by enemy forces

armed with recoilless rifles, automatic weapons aind small arms. In the

ensuing firelight, which occurred at the crossroads of the Gia Hoa Canal

and Ba Lai River 8 miles southeast of My Tho, the assault craft killed

four Viet Cong. The enemy fire was rapidly silenced by RAD 111 gunners

but not before one boat was hit by a rocket and nine Navywen were wounded.

Seven of the nine sailors wounded were crewmembers of monitor 111-2.

The infantry units were beached without opposition and comenced a

sweep to the northwest along both banks of the Ben Tre River. The soldiers

of the MRF destroyed numercus bunkers but did not gain contact with the

ene,-V.

Just prior to sunset a violent exchange of fire erupted Whqn tbe,,bgavily

armed boats of RAD 1i1 killed 16 Viet Cong, destroyed 3 enem sampans and

hl achieved three secondary explosions. The battle developed shortly after
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the boats had. landed three coqpanies of infantrymen along the banks of

the winding Tai Phu River 4 miles southeast of Ben Tre. Three saipansf,

full of Viet Cong, were attempting to cross the river in front of the

riverine colun, when one of the three boats opened fire on the MF units

with automatic-Teapoas and small-arms fire. The assault craft retaliated

with a deafeking and deadly volley of return fire. Almost Imdiately,

other enoW elements hidden on the east bank of the river took the boats

under rocket and intense machine-gun fire. The assault boats elected to

run the ambush and strafed the ambushers with their 40-m and 20-m cannons,

and .30 caliber and .50 caliber machine guns. All three sapans were de-

molished and three secondary erplosions were observed near the a&bush posi-.

tion. Due to the densely foliated Jungle along the river banks, an accu-

rate assessmnt of mnen casualties was impossible; although. there were

16 Viet Coog bodies counted.

In addition to the naval battle which occurred at the intersection

of the Wai Phu aud Ben Tre rivers, Army helicopter gunships operating with

the W killed 20 comuniat troops in sporadic Incidents throughout the

day. There was one sailor slightly wounded during the ambush. Meanwhile,

the Arw7 troops were still pursuing the eneoy but could not effect contact.

On 31 June the infantrymen were returned to the MB at Dong Tam after

a relatively quiet day in the operating area. The rezults of XRF act°,on

against the enexy (10-U1 June) were 45 Viet Cong killed, 36 persons de-

tained, 139 bunkers and 3 sampans destroyed and 11,000 rounds of J30 caliber
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aunition ca•tured,.

b river assaalt craft of HAD 131 coxismed their first riverine

€sration an 12 Jun with a one-cov searh and destroy operatiAn along

the Doi Stream A miles southeast of Sigon. USS S (ARL-37), on loan

to the NMY for a six-math pericd, shifted her anchorage from Vung Tau to

Nha Be in Gia Dinh Province to provide logistic and orepair support to the

new squadron. One monitor and three ASPB' s from Dong Tam were assiped

to the new squadron to provia gutpre support until their ow support

craft arrived in-country. The Army lement iuvolved in the operation was

from the 4/39th Inf. n., of the U.S. 9th Wantry Division's *Ard Brigade.

After a one-day preventive uaintenano. period the NRY ()MG ALFA) con-

ducted a one-day operation on 13 June in search of the Viet Cong 516th Main

Force Battalion and the 560th DCU. The entire operation, cwfnct#d along

the Ba Ii River 11 .iles east of Ben Tre, was unopposed and the troops

were backloaded to the M41 at 2030 that same evening., thus terminating an

unproductive operation.

Operations In the Rung Sat Special Zone

River Assault Squadron TMIRTID personnel and craft received their

"baptisa of fire" pa 16 Juno when adush twice in the %mg Sat Special

Zone (RSSZ). The action unfolded as units of RAD 131 with embarked troops

were an route to beaching areac •ien at 0815 they were assailed witl rocket

and automatic-weapons fire from both banks of the Ong Koo Stream 8 miles

southeast of WNa Be. The enew fire was suppressed by the combined
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firepomw of the RAS 13 gunboats and TF 116 armed Navy helicopters flying

overhead. Thor were four sailors and cue Vietnaaese soldier wounded in

the attack, ifhich also caused minor damage to three boats.

Four hours later an the craft were moving south on the Dong Thanh

River, thqe were ambushed agnitff bbtithbakksojftLbenkiwrMiwh B-40

rockets and automatic weapons. The attack, which took place 6ý miles

southeast of Nha Be, occu, red as the boats with emarked troops were

at4 ,.emptiug to clear the operating area prior to the arrival of an air

strike in the area. There ve five crmewmbers of monitor 91-1 amuded

when their craft was hit by B-40 rockets and machine-mun gire. The moni-

tor was assigned to RUS 13 from R*D 91. Ihwee ether boats also suffered

minor damage during the ancomwter and all were subsequently repaired by

the repair ship, INDRA.

Operatians in Phong Dinh Province

W •hile M BRAVO (TM 117.2) was being initiated in the RSSZ into the

rigoi-s and hazards of riverine strike operations, MRO ALFA (TO 117.1)

shifted anchorages on the Morning of 16 June from Dong Tam to Can Tho.

This was implemented in order to support scheduled MRF operations in the

Can Tho area. This relocation was in direct response to a roquest from

the IV Corps Tactical Zone Commander to conduct riverine assault opera-

tions in Phang Dinh Province. The NRB made the 110-mile transit without

incident via the Mekong River, the Van Nao crossover and the Bassac River,

and arrived at Can Tho at 1900 on the saw day.
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Operations in the Can Tho area ccsnced at 0400 an 17 June with

RAD 112 escorting Task Force SIX GUN to FSPB GULC on the assac River

8 miles southeast of Can Tho. Th, s mrkd' only the seccemd time in its

16-amnth history' that the WD? had operated on the Basac River. The

previous operation in the area was conducted during the later stages of

the Tot Offensiv6 in February.

At 0615 two infantry battalions were lded without opposition at

beaches 3A miles southwest of Can Tho by the river assault craft to ex- A
ploit a B-52 airstrike that had c€enuced approximately 30 minutes prior

to the assault landings. The Viet Cong again successfully evaded the

ground troops; however, air cavalry helicopter gunships Inhilated 33

of the fleeing guerillas as they were evacuating the WII objective area.

Meanihile, the Navymen on the waterways experienced a relatively quite
day.

The most costly incident of the day ocourredý at 1500 when an ArW

artilleryman was killed and 13 other soldiers wre wounded in an ambush

on the Can Tho River. The Army artillery resupply LCM-8 was attacked

with B-40 rockets 6 miles southwest of Can Tho. Retaliatory fire could

not be returned due to the area being heavily populated.

The ground troops continued their pursuit of the enemy as they shifted

the area of operations on 19 Jane to a position 12 miles souttest of Can

Tho. Nine coinmist aggressors were killed by Ar elements of the MR?

in a series of sporadic encounters throughout the day. The totals for
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the three-day-old operation were 66 .Yiet CMe killed, while Triend3?

forces had 4 soldiers killed, and 27 personnel wounded, 3 of who& were

Na'yjax.

At 1725 on 19 June, units of RW. 1., transiting vest cp the Can

Tho River, were attacke by an enemy farce aried with rocket launchers

and automatic weapons. The ambush was Initiated about 5 xmles south-

west V. Can Tho as the boats were proceeding to pick up infantrymen of

the 3/A4th Inf. &Ba. Three lavyxwn were slightly wcunded as ASPB-212-1

received a direct hit an its 20-mr gumaount from a 57-mr recoilless

rifle. A Navy "Seaolf" light helicopter fire team from TF 116, pro-

viding overhead cover for the boats, placed a strike an the enemy rocke-

tears and achieved a secondary explo•i• n while helping the river boats

silence the hostile fire.

On 20 June the assault troops of the NF engaed an undetermined

sise enemy force 13 miles vest of Can Tho. The contact continued through-

out the afternoon as heavy airatri1as and artillery barrages rained down

on the enemy positions. Under the cover of darkness the Viet Cong exfil-

trated from the area, leaving behind 15 of their dead comrades.

The Navy craft, manuevering on the labyrinth of streams and water-

vays that interspersed the area, experienced a very uneventful day until

19h0 when units of RAD 112 were struck with rockets and automatic weapos.

The attack occurred on the Can Tho River 6 miles southwest of Can Tho, as

the boats were escorting the artillery barges of the 3/3hth Artillery

(A) bNrIAL60
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Battalion. One troop carrier was struck with a recoilless rifle round,

which sprayed hundreds of pieces of hot shrapnel into the well deck of

the boat, votmding eight embarked ArWmn (three serious). One of the

artillery barges was also hit and burst into flames as its lO-m hwitser

ammiticn started exploding. The moderately damaged barge was idiately

cast off and beachedl it as later towed back to the MB for repairs. One

105-,mr howitzer tuhe vas destroyed as a result of the aWmbh. •:

The five-day operation termnated on 21 June and the foot-soldiers

of the MRP were retwned to the Ml which was In the vicinity of Can Tho.

The smmry results of 1IF action against the enap during this succe•qxWl •1

operation were 82 Viet Cong killed, 2 prisoners and 19 weapons captured, 4
24 persons detained and 39 bunkers destroyid. American casuilties amounted

to 4 soldiers killed and 38 Arx.u and 3 sailors wounded.

All operations in the Can Tho area were completed by 23 June and ?RG 'I'
ALFA commenced a two-day transit to Dong Tam in preparation for strike

operations in Long An Province. The transit to DOng Tam was coupled with

a two-RAD/two-battalion operation on 23 June along the Mang Thit/Nicholai

Canal 11 miles southeast of Can Tho. This operation was planned to destroy

the bunker complexes and Viet Cong elements that had been harassing and

interdicting traffic along that essential waterway. Thirty-two bunkers

were destroyed and 10 Viet '~ng suspects were detained during the three-

hour sweep along the Mang Thit/Alicholai Canal. Viet Cong defensive com-

plexes were not as large as anticipated. After completing the uwe•p, the
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Following the detention and inspection of this Vietnamee craft, personnel
of a RAD 92 umit, thle participating in a reconnaissance-in-fcrce operation,
received sBme intelligence from the craft'a occupants.
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ground troops were backloaded yr RAPD's 92 and 111 and tranaported to

night defensive positios on the My Tho River 4 midles west ot Dorg Tam.

ope-ations in hl An Province I
On 26 June the MRB of TO 117.1 (MIO AFLA) transited from Doug Tan

to an anchorage at the junction of the Vain Co and Soirap rivers. The I
river assault craft made the transit via the inner passage (Cho Oao Canal)

while the boats of the MR exited the Cua Tieu River and transited the ;

South China Sea.

The objective of the reconnaissance-in-force operations in the Can

Giouc area uas to interdict eneo lines of comnications and supply, there-

by relieving Viet Cong pressure on Saigon from the soath. The operation

cuuutced the next morning as W assault troops landed 3 miles southwest I
of Nha Be and swept east to west across Thanh Due District from the Soirap j
River to the Can Giouc River. While RAD's 92 and il1 were supporting the

widely dispersed ground troops ashore, 17 assault craft of RAD 131 and 4

PBR'a of TO 116.4 proceeded from Kha Be to establish water blockades on

Cat Creek and Cac Creek in lower Lcg An Province to prevent enemy exfil--

tration to the south. Although the RAP 131 craft did not see any action <
during the Can Giouc operation, they made their presence known by inspecting

85 junks, 15 water taxis and 278 sampans in the area of operations.

In view of the lack of enemy contact the operation was terminated on

28 June. The results were rather sparse with 2 Viet Cong killed, 5 persons

held for interrogation, 24 bunkers and 2 Chinese Camwm ist booby traps
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destroyed, and 3 weapons and 5 peiades captured. There vere no friandl

casualtiss.

During iL remaining days of the moth the Viet Cmg continued to

avoid Oeetýt as the MRt copleted a series of recaonasisance-in-force

operations south of Saigon. Intelligence reports kept Indicating that

Viet Ceng mits were massing south of Saign for a possible assault on

that city; however, protracted riverine operations and veseps acroe ,the

region failed to umearth any significant Viet Cong vmits.

RIVERUI ASSAULT KPCI UNITS

Throughout the first week of the month the Patrol Air Cushion Vehicles

(PACV) coducted test runs n the Ny Tho River in preparation fcr their

future'Asployment to the I Corps Tactical Zone. During a amth fraught

with mechanical failures, Cammder Coastal Division SIVDIT experienced

great difficult in keeping the three "mnsters" operational. PACV OlKI

recently completed an engine change and was tested on 3 June; PACV TWO

required an engine change and none were in-coumtry; PACV THREE wl re-

quire an engine change between 20 and 40 hours of operation.

A portion of4he • Cua Viet P? contingent (CTU 117.4.2) arrived at

Nba Be on 1 Jme. The task unit, cue CCB, three monitors and three ATC's,

"transiteaWT•h• g Tax the next day via the Cho Gao Canal, and rejoined

the MF at Vinh Long on 3 June.
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Rtfe-Lve3 Afme, MfRG ALFA River Assault Division respounsibilities

wer" assigned as follows:

RAD "1 MRB~t d~faiae4

RAD 9k ~ Support for the 3/60th Wt. Ekit
RAD 13; - SuPPort forthe 3/7th h In4

RAD~1 ILI Svpportfor Ta~c Force 8zccW.

In order to provide 5upport and coordirtzvdm of oceraticc-;, pjrsarelj
W" r 'elocated as follows:

RaD 91. - Shift'tl to 1)33 B=IWMH (APB-35)

RAD 9l - Shifted to 1)33 COLIMT* (APB..36)
RAD ill ReaniInod aboard AML 26

R") n32 - Remuined aboard 1)33 VWCW CCVITY (IST-ll6l)I

Wii the arrival of River Assault Squadron 7IDMTM, the nov MobileA
Rivrrine Force task (rganiiatimi was put Into effect. A brief resume

follows I

1. Laak group 31Z.1. (MRO AIYA)

(a) Cono,ýsts biwically of:
(1) kR~iX NINE
(2) RIVUCA RLIVM

(3 S1)3 BWDAH (AB-c35)
fl U,;Ss COL=~CN (APB-36)Al()53U ASKARI (A.RL-30)

(6) USS Siirn= (ARL-214)
(7) Ms. vMCN MqiNTy (LST-ij.6l) (Assip~ed from 7th Fleet4

a t"~ ointh tour with the HRF)Y
(8) AP-L 16 (See item 9 be~low)(9) *=e us =UECs (APB-14o) &W. VSS MERCMI (M'B-39) arrivein-co~mtry, they will, be ac ltigad to IEIG ALFA end APL 26will be reassigaed to MR3) BRAVO.
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2. Task Group 117.2 (KRQ BLVO)

a. Consists bazic4al of:
(1) RIVRCK THIRTK=
(2) RIMoI FnU = (not in-comtry yet)
(3) uss WMEA• COIJNTL (LST-nTO) (Assigned from 7th Fleet

for a two-manth towr withI.M)
(•)AUSS SATMR (AheL-23) (not in-country Yet)
5~ API. 26 (When assigned)

(6) AFL 30 (not In-coutry YO)

The basic concept of the new organization is to bave Mao ALFA operate

throughout the Mekong Delta as a fully mobile group with its infantry troops

embarked on the ships of the task group. MO BRAVO (TO 117.2) will operate

primarily along the My Tho/Aekong River with its assigned infantrymn staging

from the Dong Tam Base 5 miles west of Ax Tho.

On 11 June USS SPSMX (ARL 24), a sister ship of USS ASKARI (ARL3O),

joined the Mobile Riverine Force.

The final contingent of TF 117 boats which were at Cua Viet providing

junfire suppc L tv the logistic convoys plying the Cua Viet River, returned

to Dwg Tam on 18 hwA.

Tvo days later USS WASHTEW COUNTY (LST-II66) relieved USS VERNC*

COU;TY (IST-fl61) as the MRF support~ship for MRO ALFA.

On 21 June USS WINDHAM COUNT! (LST-1170) joined Task Group 117.2 (MRO

BRAkO) as its first support LST.

The next day the three PACV's departed from Dong Tam an route to Vung

Tau on the first leg of their voyage to Tan My in I Corps. On 24 June the

PACV'8 arrived at the PBR Mobile Support Base I at Tan My and chopped to

Commander Task Force CLEAMUTER at that time.
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TASK FORCE CLEARWATER

Patrol and minesweeping operations on the Perfume and Cua Viet rivers

were continued during Juno by Task Force CLEARWATE units for the protect-

ion of logistics craft transiting these waterways. Logistic movement on

the Perfume River between Hue and Tan Ky continued essentially without

incident during the month. However, eneuy artillery and rocket attacks

against the Cua Viet base facilities were both frequent and heavy during

the latter half of June.

The only significant action involving the Hue River Security Group

took place in an area 10 miles southeast of Tan My on the Thanh Lam Lagoon.

From the 1st through tne afternoon of the 5th River Section 521 PBR's pro-

vided blocking patrols in support of a 101st Airborne Division/First ARVN

Ranger Group sweep of Phu Tu District. Hostile fire was received and sup-

pressed by .50 caliber machine-gun fire from the PBR's three times on 1

June. No casualties resulted from any of the incidents. On the 2nd, PBR's

51, IV and 118 sighted personnel in the water during u blocking patrol in

the same area, Five prisoners were taken and one Viet Cong was killbd.

While the Viet Cong were being picked up out of the water, six others

"evaded ashore and surrendered to nearby Army units. The prisoners and

weapons captured were turned over to the Army. One prisoner indicated

that he would lead ground units to an arms cache.

The first of many rocket and artillery attacks on Cua Viet came on

the 2nd when 18 rounds were received between 10O0 and 1025. Shortly after
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the attack ended an underwater explosion sent a column of water more ýhan

200 feet into the air about 10 meters off the port quarter of an LCM-8 in

mid-channel. The craft was heavily damaged and one nan was slightly

wounded by the blast from what was probably a command detonated mine. Since

the enemy had established a pattern of using o lnes in pairs the mouth of

the river was closed to all traffic until a sweep ard survey of the area

could be completed.

Traffic on the Cua Viet River was delayed again on the morning of the

9th following a night of enemy rocket attacks on patrol craft from several

river bank positions a few miles northeast of Dong Ha. The first attack

shortly after midnight inflicted several casualties to the crew of an

LCPL on routine patrol when a rocket hit close aboard the starboard side.

Although damage to the craft was light, two men were killed (one lost

overboard), three were seriously wounded, and one suffered minor wounds.

Four more attacks by rockets on PBRIs occurred between 0243. and 0401

without stusing damage. The river was opened for traffic at 0725 after

mine sweeping units had completed a transit of the river. A co-apany of

Marines was lifted into the ambush area by ATC's for a daytime ground

sweep to secure the river bank.

-7 River patrol operations were essentially routine for the remainder

of the month. Enemy harassment continued in the form of mortar, artillery

or small arms fire on Cua Viet patrol craft on 11, 12, 14, 17 and 29

June. No hits or damage was caused by these widely scattered attacks.
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An evading sampan was taken under fire by PBR 46 on the 16th with unknown

results. However, routine inspection of sampans in the area later that

night turned up a wounded female who was turned over to Coastal Group 11

along with six companions.

South of Tan My an evading sampan was recovered on the 15th by a River

Section 521 patrol after the occupants had escaped into the treeline. The

sampan contained 600 pounds of rice and a Chieu Hoi pass. A week later on

the 22nd, one man from the same area turned himself over to a patrol. Later

that day with the assistance of the Vietnamese policeman embarked, he made

a psyops oroadcast appealing to other Viet Cong in the area to Chieu Hoi.

Rocket and artillery attacks began against Cua Viet again on the 13th

when the fuel farm was hit destroying 16 POL bladders. On 19 June the

Marine ammunition dump was hit and partially destroyed. On the 20th

Dong Ha received six rounds which set off a destructive series of secondary

explosions in the ammunition supply point there. Cua Viet was hit again

on the 21st and 24th with no damage to TF CLEARWATER units. The attack on

the 24th consisted of more than 100 rounds which impacted in the Naval

Support Activity detachment and Third Marine Regiment headquarters areas.

The pattern of the attacka and the sighting of possible signal lights in a

nearby village indicated the probable use of a forward observer by the enemy.

More attacks on Cua Viet cam., on the 25th and 27th. No River Section 543

casualties were incurred, however, one Navyman was killed on the 25th and

two were seriously wounded. O, the 27th two other logistics craft personnel
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were wounded.

al 13 June the last of the Mobile Riverine Foroe craft headed south

to resume operations in the Mekong Delta. A new addition to the forces

of TF CLEARWATER was received on the 24th when the three Patrol Air

Cushion Vehicles (PACV) of Coastal Division ONE-SEVEN arrived at Tan My.

Under the operational control of Commanders Hue River Security Group

the PACV's began preparation to start regular operations early in July.
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NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY. DANANG

foutine logistic support of I Corps Tactical Zone (I CTZ) forces by

Naval Support Activity (NAVSUPPACT), Danang, appeared to level off in

Ji,. Although the total monthly throughput for the combined I CTZ ports

was less than in April or May, it was st1Ill the third largest in history

at nearly 450,000 short-tons. Supply operations statistics also reflect

the leveling in the tempo of operations after the period of rapid A
build up of forces in I CTZ in preceeding months. Total supply decreased I
from 199,009 in May to 184,171 during June. The most noticeable change 4

was at Chu LWi where Army demands were down to 32,096 as compared with 47,050

in May. For Danang and Chu Lai combined gross and net supply effectiveness

were 85 percent and 88.8 percent respectivelt as compared with 87.1 percent

and 89.9 percent in May.

Enemy attacks against NAVSUPPACT, Danang logistic craft were not signi-

ficant during June, however, rocket/artillery attacks on detachment bases I
and facilities were numerous. There were seven separate attacks on Cua Viet,

two on the Dong ifa ramp, two on Chu LAi, and one hitting the Danang open

storage yard. The most significant damage was incurred on 13 and 20 June.

On the 13th enemy artillery hit the ýua Viet fuel farm destroying 13 bladders

"and 130,000 gallons of fuel and wounded one man. The ammunition supply point 4
at the Dong Ha Combat Base was hit by enemay artillery on the 20th. The result- V.

ing secondary explosions and fires destroyed or damaged much of the detachment

cantonment as well as 16 bladders and 160,000 galloni of fuel. In addition
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A rough terrain fork lift unloaas cargo from a YFU at the Dong Ha Bridge
ramp. Supplies of all classes for forces in the northern I CTZ are
transported from Danang up the coast and into Dong Ha via the Cua Viet
River by NAVSUPPACT, Danang logistics craft.

three men from the Dong Ha NAVSUPPACT, Danang detachment were wounded

in this attack, two suffering serious injuries. Cua Viet was hit by

artillery on the 25th for the sixth time in June by 12 rounds of 152-mm

artillery. Four craft were damaged, one Navyman killed and two seriously

wounded. On the 27th approximately i(0 rounds of mixed artillery hit Cua

Viet wounding one man and causing moderate damage.

Mining and terrorism by the enemy also caused damage and casualties
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to NAVSUPPACT, Danang facilities and personnel. Five terrorist acts were

reported in Darang during June including a 13 June explosion at the

NAVSUPPACT, Danang Procurement Office. A charge believed to have been

carried into the office in a briefcase by a Vietnamese womo.h caused

extensive damage and also wounded seven military personnel and two Viet-

namese civiliAns. During a mortar attack on Chu Lai on 23 June two mines

were laid along side an Alaska Barge and Transport barge. The first mine

detonated at 0410,. three hours after the mortar attack, and the second mine

detonated at 0518. The barge Wa3 extensively damaged and the quay wall

receiv'ed moderate damage., j

In spite of the damage to the Cua Viet and Dong Ha fuel farms, fuel j
transfer operations on the Cua Viet and Perfume rivers continued without A
major disruption. In both cases of damage, direct support was provided I
customers by bladder boats and an AOG was on station with all products

as floating storage. Issues reached a new high during June - 1,676,000 1
gallons per day. Daily river transfer capability remained at 200,000

gallons on the Perfume River and 340,000 gallons on the Cua Viet River.

In order to prevent a recurrence of the Cua Viet damage the fuel farm

was being relocated further from the cantonment area 4with greater seperation

between bladders. Repair of the 8-inch petroleum seakoad line at Tan My I

was completed making the system fully operational with a 6-inch bottom lay )

line as back up.

Rock shipment to the northern I CTZ was improved by the receipt of iU
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additional barges and four tugs. During June, 43,537 short-tons of rock

were shipped north from Danang. Two new 400-ton per hour crushers were under

construction at Danang as part of the effort to relieve the critical rock

shortage. Rock issues continued to be controlled according to priorities

establiched by Commander, Third Harine Amphibious Force.

The number of patients admitted to the Danang hospital totaled 2,156

including 64 prisonerc of war. Of this total, 746 were admitted for combat

injuries, 1,199 for various diseases, and 211 for non-combat injuries. A

total of",756 persons were treated and returned to duty during June and 799

were evacuated out of country. The average patient load was 385 with that

number of beds remaining occupied at month's end. A daily record high of

527 occupied beds was recorded during the month. Because medical holding,

convalescent, and intensive care beds were to be excluded from the operating I
bed count, the reported capacity of the NAVSUPPACT, Danang hospital was estab-

lished at 600 beds during June by CIINCPACFLT. I
At month's end the NAVSUPPACT, Danang personnel level was 9,439 and the

number of United States and other free world military forces supported in I
I CTZ was 198,791. <I
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Durinag June the enewq initiated several attacks on ff-val Support Activity,
Saigon detachments and facilities. Onie of the attacks waB madu on this
naval ciomplex (aerial view) -- the HAVStUhPACT, Saigon, Detachment at Dong
Tam.
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U. S. NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVIT. SAI0CI

During June energv attacks on Naval Support Activity (NAVSUPPACT),

Saigon detachments and facilities in the Saigon area numbered only six.

No significant damage or personnel casualtiesB.msulted from any of these

attacks. The Deng Tam NAVSUPPACT, Saigon detachment received 30 rounds

of 82-am mortar fire at about 0400 on the 3rd and 11 rounds of 75-mi re-

coilless-rifle fire at 0200 on the 4th. On the 17th Dcmg Tam was again

attacked between 0100 and 0240 when 68 rounds of 75-mu recoilless-rifle

and 120-mm mortar fire were received. From 2322 on 16 June unitl 0115 on

the 17th, My Tho came under enemy mortar fire. Twenty-four rounds exploded

near the NAVSUPPACT detachment base causing minor damage to two structures.

At 0600 on 20 June a fire of unknown origin broke out in Nha Be Village

damaging a large portion of the business district including the market

place built by NAVSUPPACT as a civic action project. The Navy compound

at Vinh Long was harassed on 25 June by 11 rounds of 81-mm mortar fire.

Base Development ,continued with a number of construction projects

underway at all detachments. Projects near completion at the end of June

included the Cam Ranh Bay Naval Commmication Station transmitter power

plant, the Qui hcn CLARIMET SEAWARD site, the Cat TL seawall, and the

Nha Trang Harbor Entrance Cmitrol Point. Work ca the Newport warehouse

complex continued to be delayed due to a fill shortage and non-delivery

of foundatJicn piling. Because of this ielAy addLticnal warehouse and

open storage facilites in Saigon w-re acquired during June.
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Supply operations continued with the USS BHULK (AKL-28) completing a

northern coastal run and the USS MARK (AKL-12) completing a southern coasta3

run in addition to their regulir Delta resupply missions. Also employed

on Delta l,,,supply missions was YFR 890 as well as U53 PITKIN COUNTY (LST-lO0

USS F=E0D COUNTY (LST-762), and YW 126 operating in the Delta to resupply

the Mobile Riveni Force. In addition, LCM shuttles continued to augment

logistics miss•ionS between Saigon, Nha Be, Cat Lo and Vung Tau. Surface

craft of NAVSUPPACT, Saigon carried a total of 2,472 short-tons of cargo

during June. Both net and gross supply effectiveness reached new high

levels of 89 percent and 77 percent respectively. Previous figtis were

86 percent net and 73 percent gross. Supply demends totaled 45,084.

The NAVSUPPACT, Saigon aircraft inventory at the end of June was two

C-1l7's, one US2B, one CiA, and three UH-341's. ne C-117 received minor

shrapnel damgep during a 14 June rocket attack on Tau Son Mhut Air Base.

Another C-17 was damaged in a landing accident at Vung Tau AroW Air Fibld

on 7 June. Repairs were expected to be completed on this aircraft by mid-

July. A total of 3,436 passengers and 364,445 pounds of cargo were carried

by Air Cofat during June. On 15 June Naval Air Facility, Cam Ranh Bay

assumed the maintenance responsibility for NAVSUPPACT, Saigon aircraft.

Although relaxation of curfew restrictions in the Saigon area improved

the Vietnamese employee work level, difficulty is encountered in hiring and

maintaining a sufficient number of male employees for work requiring physica

labor. During the first six months of 1968, twenty-five warehouse men were
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drafted and 60 percent of those remaining are eligible for the draft.

Navy personnel attached to NAVSUPPACT, Saigon at the month's end totaled

2,975, a decrease of 94 from the Haj total.

Mobile Support Base (HSB) II was attivxad' on 2 June at Nha Be

under the operational control of NAVSUPPACT, Saigon and the administra-

tive control of COMSERVPAC. HSB II then comin ced shakedown and opera-

tions evalu2.tion at anchor off Nha Be in preparation for PBR support in

the upper Mekong Delta.

7
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This wreckage, at Dong Ha Combat Bass., is one of 78 builiLdng destroryed
or damaged by shock waves from an expl.osion in thae nearby anwniti on
supply point followin~g a 20 June mremy artillery attack.*
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THIRD NAVAL CONSTRUCTIM BRIGADE

Rhemy harassment of Seabee construction activity during June con-

tinued with a number of mining incidents, ambshes and mortar/rocket

attacks. A 20 June artillery attack on the Dong Ha Combat Base caused

the most sigdficant damage to installations and equipent. Most of the

other enemy activity was directed at road upgrading work in the Northern

I Corps Tactical Zone (I CTZ). Along Route 9 qv-iry details from Naval

Mobile Construction Construction Battalion FORTY (NMCB-40) were involved

in eight &ney initiated engagweonts and road details fram NMCB-8 were

attacked on five occasions. During June, 13 Seabees from conxtruction

battalions were wounded by hostile fire.

A quarry detail from NMCB-40 was attacked by smCil arms and mortar

fire 6 miles southwest of Dong Ha on the morning of 1 June. One Seabee

was wounded. On Route 9, a few miles west of Cam Lo, an NMCV-4O convoy

received 30 mortar rounds on the morning of 3 June. On the morning of

5 June, an NMCB-40 hauling crew was mcrtared at 0930. This attack occur-

red 7.5 miles west-southwest of Dong Ha. A half-hour later the same Sea-

bee crew was attacked by snipprs approximately 7 *.les further to the

west. S&iper fire from the same vicinity was receive6 by an NMCB-40 con-

voy about 1100 the saw day. None of these four attacks resulted in cas-

ualties or damage.

On 4 June a greauda thrown at a scraper from NMCB-8 casuad minor dam-

age to the scraper and woured the operator. This incident occurred 4.5
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miles nor~thwest of Hue. A s~ecurhity vehicle evacuating the womnded mian

received aniper fire. Also on the 4~th a cotomz4 detonated mine made

from a l55-mmprojectile "as detonated 5'.5 miles northwest of Hue as an

NMCB-8 end dump passed. Onie man was wunded and the dvmp received muinor

damage.

Two NMC&40Ia dump trucks were demolished on the morning of 9 June.

At 1030 a dump track struck a mine 11 miles vest of Dong Ha. An hour

later a secound truck ran over another mine in the same area. No Siajuri~ss

resulted from either incident. Later on the 9M NMCB340 q'larr personnel

were pinned dom9 miles west of DngHafor over two houza wena Marine

convoy was ambushed'nearby. A patrol from NMEB-5 detonated an wiplosive

device two miles soath of Doug Ha on the l~thi, seriot~ly wownding o~ne man.

Later in the afternoon of 20 June, six ensW artillery rounds were

fired at the Doug Ha Combat Base, hitting the amwaiticn supp2,r point.

Ordnance from seccolary axploasiats landed In the NMCB-S camop causing exten-

sive damage to facilities, equipment and construction vaterials. Three

A Seabees were wounded, one seriousl~y. The presence of large amounts of un-

ecploded ammni tion scattered throughout the camp hampered repair efforts.

A silde dump from DICB-2l struck a mlne two milea south of Doing Ha on

the 21st extensively damaging the vehicle aind seriously wounding one Seabee.

Mo~re action in the Doimg Ha area wounded four Seabses on the 29th. AtliIJ-4

a convoy was -mortared 1.1 miles west of Dong Ha damaging an NKCB-53 tractor-

trailer and seriously w nding one man. Attemp~ts to remove the track that
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afternecu brought more mortar fire rtwding three mon and damaging the

invcker.

CL, the 24th NMCB-I mortar crews struck b~ak at the eneoy U miles

southeast of Phn 4a&. The impact area showed indicatioms that the 16

rounds fired by the Seabees ha4 found their target killing some of the

The road upgrade program continued to make progress in spite of the

enemy i4arassmant. On Route 9, between Dong Ha and Cam Lo., road and bridge

widening continued and the roe• base was placed on a 2.1 mile section.

Route 1, between Dong Ha and Quang Tri, has been widened and more than 7

miles. of 'rock base has been completed. North end south of Camp Evans

more than 0 miles of Route 1 has been widened. Timber bridge work on

Route 1 includes a 300 foot bridge, 13 miles south of Quang Tri and an

840 foot bridge at An Lo. Work on both projects remained or schedule.

Portions of the Tan Iy and of the Col Co Road were ready for asphaltic

concrete by month's end and the dredge sand fill was 70 percent complete.

Work on the center portion of the Hue by-pass continued to b6 hampered by

real estate problems although rock fill on the southern portion was started.

On Route 1, between Hue and Phu Bai, asphaltic concrete paving was started

with one lane completed between the north and south check points of Phu

Bai.

The critical shortage of rock in the I CTZ continued during June.

The addition of I1 new barges on, U June increased the rate at which rock
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was being barged orrth. More than 4,OOO tons of rook was eh8,pd north

from Danwg during the minth. However, this requirement to barg rock

north seriously limited tw ,quantity of rock available for issue in the

Danang area. Rock issues here fell 60 percent short of expectations. Two

new crushers are to be set up at Danang and plans were sado for night opera-

tice at Cam Lo with its output going directly into the work on Route 9 be-

tween Dong Ha and Ca Lu.

Other developents darimg June Incl•ded the arrival of NMCB-74 at

C&M Shields, Cha Lai, relieving NMCB-40.
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MILITarY PSYCHOLOGICAL AND CIVIC ACTICK OPEOUTIGIS

Psychological operations continued at an active pace duriag the month.

The Viet Ccng recognized the inroads being made by the Naval Foreas and

continu-d to intensify their attacks against the psychological missiMns

conducted by Navymen. Forty-two percent of the surface broadcasting xis-

Ssius conducted drew hostile fire, with the majority of the incidents

occurriog in the Delta. In mie incident, PBR's and Navy armed holicoptera

wounded 18 Viet Ccvg following an attack on a PW, patrol cmduct$rng a

speaker missicn 6.miles east of Vinh Lag.

Captured priscners and Hoi Chanha frequetly reported that in many

Viet Cong ,mits troop morale was low due to lack of food and the B-52

bombing raids. Based on this information the Chieu Hoi program was inten-

sifled to capitalize cn the reported enew morale problems.

There were over 4W0 hours of loudspeaker broadcasts conducted and

over 114,000 magazines, newspapers and posters distributed to the local

populous throughout the Repvblic. In respcnse to the Chieu Hoi program

22 Viet Ccng rallied to Naval Forces; 11 of these turned themselves in to

Vietnamese Navy units. Although National Chieu Hoi activity thus far in

l168 has been relatively low, a noteworthy trend during the past several

weeok has been the return of ranking Viet Cong officers and maBo ralliers.

'In the field of Civic Acticn US/GVN image building continued with over

12,000 Vibtnamese patients receiving troatment during MEDCAPS conducted .by

USU and Vietnamese Navy persecnel. During an-.- following the conduct of
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MEWS, intol:Ligence is often provided by the villagers and is indicative

of the estew that the villagers hold for the Navyen's humanitarian acts.

In one Dolt& ACAP operation, conducted by PBR sailors and two Vietnamese

NursesI informati•, was received from the villagers on the location of two

arms caches and one Viet Crag doenene platoon In Uhs Vinh Dailftcret Zone. :

There were 480 patients treated during this MCDCAP and it was the first con-

duetk4 at Rach Qia Village. Another MMNOAP was conducted at Giong Chua Vi3.-

lape dmng: which time the Navymz and Vietnamese hospital personnel treated

another 360 ptients. The actions displayed by the Task Force 116 personnel

were repeated in hamlets-and ,iOlages up and drwn the coast of Vietnam and

along the inland water 's i WAyere the boats of Task Force 115 and 117 operated.

Naval Support Activity, SUigon and Danang and the Navy Construction Battalion

likewise were activel~r participating in civic action programs designed to

help the pecple help themselves.

Intellig'vuce sources reported that an increase in Viet Cong pressure

on the penineulr east of Qui Nhon was attributed to an active program con-

ducted by O USN Coastal Division'lc (TF 115) and the Vietnamese Coastal

Qroup 22. The Viet Cong continued their attempts to counter medical end

refuge relief and ether civic, action programs which have resulted La ii-

proved relltions between OSN/VW personnel and villagers.

on 16 jnq PBR'o of River Division 53, while tt.--ting to medicall

evacuate a Mekong Delta woian in labor, loot the rice with the stork when

the child was born aboard the boat snroute to the hospital. This marked A
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the fourth Vietnamese baby to be born en route to the hospital aboard a

PBR. On a previous occasion the parents of the Vietnamese baby gave the

child the middle name "PBR" in honor of the PBR sailors.

USN CIVIC ACTICN STATISTICAL SUMWAL
June 1968

"TOTAL NUMBER OF MAN-DAYS PERSCKNEL OF UNITS ENGAGE IN
CIVIC ACTICI PROJECTS: 2020

COST OF SUPPLIES CTUTRIUTtED BY 4ILITARI RESOURCES FOR
CIVC AT•E m s........ VN$ 5,022,628

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTICNS: VN$ 340,900

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. MILITARY CIVIC ACTICN ACTIVITIES
CONDUCTD JOINTLY WITh:

Percent
Other FWMAF11.0
RVNAF 34.o
U.S. Civilian voluntary agencies 17.0
Average percent of 6alf-help by VN civilians 54.5

PROX3RAS Man Days nditures (VN$)
Economic Development 167,100
Blucation 315 1,381,268
Social Welfare 1393 2,311,472
Transportation 122 380,84o
Refugee 132 761,948

INSTITUTES ASSISTED
Number

Schools -
Hospitals/dispensaries 31
Orphanages 16
Others 59
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SALVAGE OPEATIhNS

In lAte April an F-10O aircraft of the 31st Tactical Fighter Wing,

Tuy Hoa Air Base, RVN, crasbad in the sea about 30 miles south-southeast

of Qui Nhcn. The site of the cr&sh was quickly marked by bufya of USS

WARBLE (MSC-206) pending the availablity of salvage craft. By mid-May

CTF 73 assigned USS CKSEVE (ARS-39) to the task of salvaging the air-

craft, but on arrival in the area, O0NSERVER discovered WARBLER's buoys

were missing and was then diverted to salvage a CH-53 helicopter near Dong

Ra. Oa 1 June CNERVER again begaL. searching for the F-100 aircraft

wreckage, this time with an HCU-I uical officer enboard because of the

depth of the dives required. By 4 June, after ",Arching with WARDL and

divers with hand-held sonar, the aircraft was still hidden in the deep,

thick mud, under 148 feet of water. Because of the extreme difficulties

encountered and the urgent need for salvage assets elsewhere, C(•AV)RV

S5 June, terminated the salvage efort.

In early June MT .115-3 attempted unsuccessfully to locate the wreck-

age of an eati•a trawler (designated 28FI) vhich had been sunk by 5"/38 and

.50 caliber gunfire of USCOC WINC!A about O200con 1 March. The trawler had
exploded in a bright fireball and sank just off the eastern coast of South

4 " .. Vietnam about 34 miles south-southeast of ýa Nau. Several weapons were

later found in fish nets in the area of the sinking Ahich prompted the June

search, although earlier searches had proved fruitless. USS LOYALTY (M0-

11
457) was assignied to search the vicinity by soniar. The search produced
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one contact but it turned out to be negative, and on the 10th of June

COMAVFCRV terminated the operation, consisering further searching un-

warranted in view o previous efforts in March and April.

The MSTS chartered merchant ship, SS JOHN C., ran aground on North

Reef, Paracel Island (17-06 Worth Latitude, 111-31 East Longitude) on

12 June. The ship was carrying cargo from the United States to Danang at

the time, proceeding c a course of 20°0 at 15 knots. The ship ran upan

three large coral voins which wre at about 45 degree angle fro her star-

board bow to per port quarter, after broaching to a leading of 182 degrees.

The *ajor gromding.point was a coral heed located just forard of the

ship's superstructure an the starboard side. The impact caused flooding

of the double bottom area but not in the holds or engineering spaces, an

far an could be determined in an initial survey by USS SHIPO-1 (AO-63),

first wu the scene. Damage in holds co%31 not be assessed due to blockage

of all accesses by cargo. T!c ship's pumps were adequate to control the

flooding.

USS GRAPPLE (ARS-7) arrivoO on the scene at 2330 an 13 June and CHIPOLA

departed at 0100 that night. At 0600 USS SIOUX (ATF-75) arrNW-d to assist.

In the meantime USS TILLAMOCK got underway froa Danang with Lieutenant

Coxnander GOODWIN, CTF 73 Salvag) Officer, embarked and proceeded to the

scenes arriving at 2100 on the 15th. After surveying the situation LCDR

GOODWIN requested lighterage and cargo handling personnel to remove some

of the cargo, and a Harbor Clearance Unit to assist in rigging beach gear

CQk MT1IAL 90
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on the John C.

As the tugs which wre oL the semis laid and tested their beach ear.,

and cmotrmcted rmq•q and chocks on the JM C., fcr additi onal beach

gear, USS GRASP (AS-24) with ECU-i persnmel embarked awd US 120 in tow,

got underway froR Subic about 2300 on the 16th. About 1800 a Navy ha1i

team from Naval Support Activity (N&VSM1kCT), Dana got wAde*rq aboard

the Alaska Barge ain Transport, Incorporated, tug CQWWE, which towed AV

and T Barge 547 (an LST hull) to the JON C.

While GRASP and COWANCH were en route, personnel o the scone con-

tinued salvage operations and prepared to receive the barge alongside for

the transfer of cargo. On the 18th COKAN(HE arrived and cargo began to

be offloaded from JOH C. Also on the 18th TIIMANO surveyed the water

to seaward of JOHN C., and determined the ojýiUm position for additional

beach gear.

'iui next day GRASP arrived and laid another set of beach gear. By

the and of the 19th of June, 375 tons of cargo had been removed from JOW

C., and on the next dya the total had grown to 780 tous.

As the high tide predicted for 0640 on the 21st approached, all plans

and preparation were made for a maxima effort pull to comennce at 0500 w

the 21st. The MP and the ' T Barge 547 were filled with cargo to

capacity by midnight and wure taken in tow h y COMACHE to Dauang. The

Cargo Handling Battalion TWO perscnnel frmc NAVSTPPACT Danang had trans-

ferred 927 tons of cargo in three days.
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With eight legs of beach gear laid and tight, the double bottom tanks

deballasting, the maxiuue pull ms begun on schedule and at 0534 on the

21st JOHN O. refloated. After checking her bottom to insure her sea-

worthiness, JOHN C., accompanied by GRAPPLE, proceeded on to Davang, as

the remaining tugs recovered their beach gear.

In May the Military Sea Transportation Sevice Officq# Vietnam, had

requested the demolition a&W removal of the hulk of a sunken tug, the 83-

foot NEZ PMCE, uhich was a hazard to navigation in the harbor at phax 7

Rang. Work began on 7 June with a eurvey of the hulk, wich rested in

18 feet of water, by personnel of Harbor Clearance Team YOUR, who haW been

lifted along with ILLC-I from Vung Tau in USS CARTER HALL (JSD-3). On the

8th of June the uasts were removed and preparations were made for removal

of the pilot house. By Ui June the pilot house had been removed and dumped

in deep water. The s"erstructure was cut free from the Mafr deck an the

1ith and waB entirely removed by the 16th. The bulrkas, bitts and winch

-carsremdf I' the bow o 17 and 18 Jse, followed by rmoval of the

tide bulwarks, atewn vdnch, bitts, and iscellaeous peces on 19 and J
20 Jma. With the al of the last pieces on 20 Jme,, nythe hull

of Ute 1M MCM reGa1d. At its highest point the hull was 4 feet above

tho botto m which it rested, allowin, 14 feet of YAter over it at mean

low vr,**r. W e s isified the clearance requirenents.

A coiled ridge ever the Tac River about 9 miles east of Saig•n

blocked waterbornme traffic. In order to permit movement of Vietnamese
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River Assault Group craft on the river, the Capitol Militar7 Area Ccmmnder

requested assistance in removing the center span. In a two-day operation

on 24 and 25 June the center span was a A leangth-wise by ECU-1 detachmnt

personnel using explosives. The two pieces were then lifted from the

river by a skycrane helicopter and were deposited on the river bank.

In an operation typical of the many minor Jobs accomplished by salvage

personnel in Vietnam, a mooring buoy was moved from Ben Tre to Dong Tau.

!LLC-l, with Harbor Clearance Team THREE embarked, soiled from Vung Tan

on 27 June via My Tho for refueling, via Dong Tax to offloed her Bels

anchor, and arrived at Ben Tre the eveiim of the 28th. The mooring buoy

consisted of three 5,00O-pound anchors each connected to 270-foot legs of

2-inch chain cable. The three legs were connected to a garland ring to

which was attached a 2-inch chain cable riser 60-feet in length. The en-

tire job was completed on 29 June. The only difficult encountered was in

lifting the last anchor. It was buried and attempts to free it with a

5/8-inch hauling wire reaulted in overstraining the wire. Using 1-inch

wire straps to stop off the chain, the !LLC backed dowi at two-thirds

power, breaking the anchor loose from the mud. By 2300 that night the

mooring buoy was in Dong Tax.
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ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND

On 2 June Rear Admiral G. J. CRABB, RAN, Commander Australian Fleet and

Major General A. C. McDonald, RM, Commander Australian Forces Vietnam,

visited the Mobile Riverine Base and GAME WARDEN headquarters at Binh Thuy

for a briefing on current Mobile Riverine Force operations and CTF 116 PBR

operations. During Rear Admiral CRABB's orientation trip to Vietnam, he

also visited the U. S. N,;vy facilities at Vung Tap and Commander Naval Forces

Vietnam headquarters in Saigon.

On 4 June Rear Admiral Fillmore B. GILKESON, USN, Commander U. S. Naval

Base, Subic Say and prospective Director, Logistics and Plans, OPNAV, comsenced

a six-day orientation tour of Vietnam. The primary purpose of .is visit was

to obtain on-site familiarity with logistics problems in Vietnam. After a

two-day visit with Comuander Naval Support Activity Danang and Commanding

General III Marine Amphibious Force at Danang, Admiral GILKESON and his

party visited the Naval Support Facility and Coastal Surveillance Force head-

quarters at Cam Ranh Bay, CONNAVFCRV, CC)NAVSUPPACT Saigon, and the Officer-in-

Charge of Construction, Vietnam headquarters in Saigon. Rear Admiral

GIKESON also visited the River Patrol Force headquarters at Binh Thuy and the

MRB where he was briefed on GAME WARDEN and riverine operations and logistics,

General Creighton W. ABRAMS, USA, Comnander U. S. Military Assistance

Command, Vietnam visito the MRB on 14 June for his first visit since assuw-

ing command. The general was brought up-to-date on current and futý,,e MRF

plann and operations.
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The Honorable Thomas D. MORRIS, Assistant Secretary of Defense for i0

Installations and Logistics conducted a four-day tour (26-29 June) of

military bases throughout the Republic of Vietnam. Included in Mr.

MCRRIS's itinerary were visits to U. S. Navy commands at COMNAVSUPPACT

Danang and THIRD Naval Construction Brigade headquarters in Danang.
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COMMUNICATIONS

During the month of June, two AUTODIN terminals vere successfully

tested, accepted by the government and placed in service. The first,

.n IBM 360/20 terminal assigned to the Force Logistics Coxuand, III

Marine Amphibious Force, began prosessing live traffic on 17 Jine. This

terminal was capable of transmitting and receiving teletypewriter messages

at the rate of 1600 words per minute and data cards at the rate -)f 100

cards per minute. The second terminal, a UNIVAC 1004, terminal assigned to

Commander U. S. Naval Support Activity, Danang, was successfully tested

and accepted for service during the last week in June. This terminal

waA zcheduled to begin processing traffic on 8 July, when it was to be

removed to the Automittic Digital Message Switch Center (ADMSC) at Phu Lam.

This UNIVAC was also capable of! processing teletypewriter messages at the

rate or 1600 words per minute and data cards at the rate of 100 cards per

minute.

The status of Project CLARINET SEAWARD's uncompleted sites was as

follows:

(a) An Thoi - Construction completed. Installation team had been

on the site since the middle of June. Installation should be completed

by 1 August.

(b) Qui Nhon - will be completed two weeks after the An Thoi site

is completed. Lack of modification kits for AN/URT-19 transmitters

and circuit breakers has delayed work. The installation team was sent
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to An Thoi and will return to Qui Nhon upon completion of their work. The

modification kits have been received.

(c) Nha. Trang - Construction is in progress and a beneficial occupanzy

date (BOD) of 8 August is firm.

(d) Vung Tau - Construction is in progress and a BOD of 24 August is

scheduled.

(e) My Tho - Awaiting installation team.

(f) Sa Dec - Awaiting installation team.

(g) Cat Lo - Awaiting installation team.

(h) Vinh Long -- Awaiting installation team.

The interim "get well" program of Naval Support Activity Saigon to
improve coastal %urveiUance center communications is:,near qcmpletion. The

site at An Thoi reported that it was 85 percent completed.

COMNAVF'IIV has been designated as the central control for the local
area Collins Green Phone Hot Line System. This system had been programmed

for over a year but had been delayed because of supply and contractor problexa.
I After the equipment arrived in-country, it was decided to utilize naval

personnel to effect installation of the system at a cost of i1 percent of

the original contractor allocation. Installation was scheduled to begin
on 2. July and was to be completed by I Septexber. CCWIAVFC6V will operate
and maintain the control switchboard at its Saigon headquarters.

All subscribers will have immediate eomunicdtionr. capability with all
major U. S. Navy com-ands in Vietnat. The list of subscribers to the system
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includes the following comrunds:

(a) o•owiander U. S. Naval '•irces Vietnam a, Saigon

(b) Commander Task Force 115 at Cam Ranh Bay

(c) Commander Task Force 116 at Binh Thuy

(d) Co.'amnder Task Force 117 oit board USS BEW.•JH (AB 35)

(•,) Senior Naval Advisor at Vietnamese Naval Headquarters at Saigon

(f) Commander Military Sea Transportation Service at Saigon

(g) Commander U. S. Milita-y Assistance Command Vietnam at Saigon

(h) Commander U. S. Naval Support Activity Danang

(i) All CTF 115 Coastal Surveillance Centers.

A total of 125,788 messages were handled by the COMNAVFORV Message

Center during the month of June. This was a decrease of 5,540 from the

May total*.
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RELIGIOUS ACMITIES

In June, NLVMORV chaplains provided more aervice to mn In more

places than in &my previous month reported. Five-hundred and twenty-

eight Divine Services were conducted with a total attendance of 16,835,

of which 8,244 were comumed. A total of 2,901 Navymer benefited from an

addLttIoal 64 services which were conducted by Navy and other service

chaplains outside the NAVlMV organization.

Four new chaplain billets were filled in June, bringing the total

nua&r of U.S. Navy chaplains serving NAVFCV units to 34. The additi,

of two nore clergymn to TF 117 and one each to NSA$ and MSAD has brought

a broader, more consistent ministry to areas that previously received token

coverage. The tight, sometimes grueling schedule our Navy chaplains main-

tained was lessened to a great extent as the incoming chaplains assumed

their share of the ministry responsibility.

LCDR W. L. JRESO, Jr., filling a new post as chaplain for NSAS Detach-

ment, Vinh ILxg, found his services immediately (and unfortunately) required

after his arrival in country. PHR sailors suffered numerous casualties,

including 4 fatalities in June; and Chaplain JCKES was made aw& q of his

purpose and the role he will fill for the 11 months while ministering to

Navymen in Vietnam.

SLCDR F. W. LOVE, assigned a new chaplain billet at NSAD, was intro-

duced to the complexities of the Navy chaplain's responsibilities in Viet-

nam. as he set up programs for worships and counselling at Tan My, Hue, Phu
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Bai, Ca Viet and Dong Ha in I Corps Tactical Zone. In the past, Navy-

men operating in these areas along the Perfume and Dong Ha river basins

were visited by the chaplains of NSAD on drcuit or Seabee, Marine or

ArPy chaplains located nearby. With this new billet came the assurance

to these figL9ing men of readily available and mch needed spiritual,

emotional, and psychological guidance. Chaplain LOVE began at once to

conduct six Divine Services a week in his area of responsibility and

held 128 personal conferences in the first three weeks of his assignment

there.

Heanwhile, other chaplains stationed throughout Vietnam continued to

provide support and guidance to men arisigned to units under their cogni-

zance. These clergymen endeavored to assist, comfort and encourage the 4
men through their prayers, advice and counsel. Traveling by boat, heli-

copter, jeep or truck, holding worship services, individual counsel,

group discussions, cr conducting memorial or other special services, the

routine of the Navy chaplains was anything but routine.
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NAVAL ADVISORY GROUP

VIETNAMESE NAVY

At the close of June the personnel strength of the Vietnamese Navy

(VNN) was 17,611, including 1,354 officers, 3,407 petty officers and

12,850 enlisted men. The number of unauthorized absentees decreased from

581 in May to 491 in June. There were 71 men discharged as deserters in

June.

Numerous significant events marked the and of the tenure for the

present Senior U. S. Advisor to the VNN, Captain Allen P. SLAFF, USK.

Prior to his departz.xre on 29 June, Captain SLAFF witnessed the VNN's

assumption of 14 U. S. Navy craft for their continued use under VNN aus-

pices, the establishment of the VNN's PB River Patrol Group (RIG) 5

and the first full company of VNN recruits leave for basic training at

NTC, San Diego.

On 10 June the VNN took command of 14 specialized U.S. Navy river

craft and assued exclunive military responsibilities that previously wore

held by the U.S. Naval forces. Six of the boats were Landing Craft Medium

Minesweepers(LCM), specially configured landing craft for chain-drag mine-

sweeping. The boats are now conmanded, operated and supported by officers

and men of the VNN and perform the vital job of clearing mines from the

strategic Long Tau River channel to Saigon. The LCM's have augmented the

ten operating VNN ME's that have been canduct'.ng mine countermeamire9

operations on the Long Tau and Dong Nai rivers.
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The other eight rivur craft were PM's identical to those utilized

by Operation GAME WARDEN forces. The ;ly formed VMN RPQ 51 currently

patrols the Long Tau River alang with the Task Fok'ce 116 units of GAME

WARDEN. The VNN PER's ultimately will join other U.S. units an the major

rivers of the Delta as important additions to the GAMl WARDEN efforts to

deny the use of strategic waterways to the enemy and to ensure their safe

usage to the citizens of the Republic ef Vietnam.

The first full coman of M recruits (100) left Saigon on 14 Jnpe

for eight weeks of basic training at the U. S. Naval Recruit Training

Center, San Diego, California. Two VM officers and three chief petty

officer accoqpanied the hand-pickeQa, highly xotivated volunteer recruits.

Since the Tat Offensive the VNN had been swamped with volunteers and the

recruit training centers at Saigon and Nha Be have been overloaded, the

recruits spening weeks awaiting training. The recruits selected to

attend NRTC San Diego were all high school graduates, spoke some English

and at least half of them held 2-year college degrees. Preliminary train-

4 Ing in Saigon Included drill, seamanship and mnitmdng,, and a familiariza-

tion course in English. At NRTC San Diego, the recruits receive the same

"training as Aman-can sailors, except for classes which deal strictly with

U.S. interests, such as history, the U.S. Code of Conduct and military

justice. Besides providing a pool of auali-fied men for possible fuiture

training at U. S. Navy slchools, their knowledge and understanding of Ameri-

can sailors will enable them to work more closel with their U.S. advisors.
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Mean•hile, at the Recruit Training Center, Cam Ranh, 233 men graduated

on 29 June and three more classes of recruits, numbering 636, centinued

training. In Nh. Trang 277 wi continued training in June at the Naval

Training Center there. At the Naval Advance Training Center, Saigon, 84

graduated from Class "A" Technical School on 8 June. -IdiAWimal 395 men

ccktinued in three Class "A" Technical Schools and one I'lass "T" Technical

School. On 24 June a two-week course for seven PBR personnel convened

which covered radio and radar operations. A two-month lbglish course

began for seven VNN students on 24 June which also will enable them more

advanced technical training in the United States.

The VNN WNN (VNN UDT) Replacement Class III, consisting of 2 officers

and 38 men graduated on 22 June. After one week the class resumed four

weeks of advanced training at Vung Tau. At Phu Quoc Island, eight PCF

crews remained in training in preparation for the VNN's eventual assump-

tion of command of those boats in July.

Fleet Command

Th.a Fleet Command Patrol Ships of Flotilla I maintained 16 ships on

station off the coast of South Vietnam, 5 ships cn river patrol, 2 ships

on static defense and one on commercial convoy escort duty between Vung

Tau and Tan Chau. Fleet Command patrol ships continued -aetive participa-

tion in MARKET TI•ME operations in each naval coastal tone and maintained

responsibility for six MARKET TIME stations. Patrol units fired 87 gun-

fire support missions, searched 2,330 Junks and 11,141 persons, detained
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18 Junks and 76 persons.

Patrol craft (PC's and PCE'a) in the lat and 2nd Naval Zones, and

POM's in all four naval zones and the Rung Sat Special Zone (RSSZ),

were utilized for coastal patrol and gunfire support. On 15 June, POM

600, MSC 114 and a TF 115 PCF supported elements of three Regional Force

(RY) companies off the soithwest coast of Phu Quoc Island. The three

craf provided naval gunfire support after the ground units had made

contact and had begun to encircle the eneW force. A sweep of the area

revealed several blood trails and numerous items of clothing. neimy

losses were unimoun; there were no friendly casualties.

Support larding ehips (ISSLIs and 5ILn's) provided patrol, gunfire

support, static defense and convoy escort in the 4th Naval Zone, RSSZ

and the 4th Riverine Area. On 8 June the Viet Ccg bombarded the VNN

headquarters, area in Saigon with nins 107-mu rockets. One round hit the

deck of LSIL 328 and three VNN sailors were wouaded while the ship re-

ceived light structural damage. Two das later, the same ship was escort-

ing a civilian convoy on th )t- Tho River, 16 miles west of y Tho when

it came under attack from three different positions. The ship suffered

25 percent casualtins to her crew in the initial blast. A direct hit

to the pilot house killed two crewmembers imaediately , and wounded 16

* others. The ship's commanding officer, officer-of-the-deck and U. S.

Navy advisor were also womded. The cowmarding officer rallied his crew

and brought his guns to bear on the enem position. TF 116 PBR's in the
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area responded also and the hostile fire was suppressed.

Coastal minesweepers (MSC) were deployed in the 3rd and 4th Naval

Zones in Operation MARKET TIME aid motor launch minesweepers (LCNM) eca-

tinued daily sweeps on the Saigon, ILng Tau, Nha Be and Dong Nai rivers.

On 16 June, one of *he nevly acquired LCMM's received two rocket rounds

and automatic weapons fi-r on the Long Tau River, 5 miles southeast of

Nha Be. VNN LSSL 228 and TF 116 PBR's were on the scene and laid down

a barrage of fire which suppressed the eneq's guns. The LCMH received

one rocket round in the after section below the water line incurring minor

damage.

The VNN Supply Center, Saigmn recorded a gross effectiveness of 66.1

percent on a total of 9,715 requests fo items and a net effect$veness of

88 percent on 7,321 requests for items normally carried in the supply

system in June.

The LDHN detachment at Nha Be conducted 14 combined operations with

SEALs of TF 116 this month. A total of U Viet Cong were killed, 2 woundeo,

2 captured and 15 suspects were detained during these operations. The

UDNN detachment at Saigon continued its nightly hull inspections of the

ships moored at the Port of Saigon.

Coastal Force

Ls in May, the U. S. advisors and their VNN counterparte' !- ýZe four

naval zones continued to direct their forces in offensive operaticos. A
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total of 394 land operations were pursued this mouth by the coastal groups

in the four sones. In addition, 49 aphibious and 62 blocking operatirons

wore conducted in concert with other allied ground forces utilizing an

average of 188 of the 190 Junks available daily. Coastal force Junks

searched 71,330 Junks and 280,218 persons, detaining 35 junks and 535

persons in June.

In the FMst Naval Zone, the LAM SCt 224 Campaign continued ±n June

with the 3rd phase conducted during 1-7 June. Coastal Group 12 junks with

their U.S. advisors aboard provided a blocking force along the banks of

Thanh Lou Bay vhile U.S. Army and ARVN companies suwpt the Phu Vang Sub-

sector, southeast of Phu Bai. This successful ARVN operation resulted

in 112 enew' killed and 20 of the enemw captured along with 31 individual

and 5 crew served weapons and 29 tons of rice. The soldiers reported des.,

troying an additional 100 bags of rice and 10 trenches. During the 7.d.y

operation 2 U .S, and 5 ARVN soldiers were liberated from the hands of the

enet; 9 ARVN soldiers were killed and 35 others were wounded in the

battle.

A Coastal Group 13 ambush team engaged 10 Viet Cong on the opposite

beach north of their base In Cay Hai Bay on 4 June. The sailors killed

14 Viet Cong and captured an AK-47, AK-5;4, 90 rounds of amnamition and a

* •sack of food.

The NGUYEN PHOUC series of operations which commenced in late May

continued in June as the Coastal Group 12 personnel smoht out the enemy
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in the northern tip of Phu Vang District. NGUMEN PHOUC 3 was conducted

on 6 June by two Popular Force (PF) platoons and sub-sector police 4th

Coastal Group 12 providing transport, gunfire and blocking support. The

sailors caught 8 evaders and the PF troops brought in 14 additimal sus-

pects. Four shelters were destroyed during the sweep. On 13 June THUA

THIE 41i, a similar operation in the same area, was c-nducted by Coastal

Group.12 boats and two RF companies. Three Viet Cong were killed and one

was captured while two RF troops were killed and three others were wounded

during this encounter.

Further north at the Cua Viet River, Coastal Group 11 and U.S. Marines

also continued to seek out the enea jeopardizing "Ie Dong Hoa area. On

314 June a cordon and search operation on the north bank of the river yielded

13 suspects and a store of rice.

Six Coastal Group 15 units and two TFI 115 PCF's, in league with one

PF battalion, units of the 1st U.S. Cavalry and tvo ARVN battalions, con-

ducted Operation QUYET TMAWI 53/T, 10 miles northwest of Tax Ky on 15 June.

The ground forces swept through Viet Cong-dominated villages, engaging the

enerq and destroying his war mterials. The results of the operation were

16 Viet cong killed, 3 captured, 4 tunnels destroyed, over 100 small boats

destroyed and 17 larger boats OW4 3 enemy controlled hamlets damaged.

Numerous weapons and ammunition were uncovered during the action.

On 18 June reconnaissance teams from Coastal Groups 15 and 16 ,engaged

the enemy in two separate actions near their bases. A Coastal Group 15
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intelligence team killed two Viet Cong and captured six female cadre

while destroying one Junk and capturing another north of the base at An

Hoa. Similarly, while on patrol just south of their bace near Quang Ngai,

a Coastal Group 16 reconnaissance grmup surprised and killed two Viet Cong

that day.

NGUIM PHOUC 5 on 20 June in northern Phu Vang District yielded 20

draft dodgers and 11 additional personnel without proper identificatica I
paperm, 1.oastal Group 12 juffks circled the iad mass at the mouth of the

Perfume River, checking Junk traffic and continuing the guard for enemy

infiltrators along that strategic waterway in I CTZ. j
Between 21 and 23 June the I CTZ coastal groups received harassing

enenm artillery, rocket, and mortar fire. In addition, on 21 June, the

enemy infiltrated the perimeter of a friendly village near Coastal Group

14 to remove defensive land mines. Six of 24 mines were successfully

removed; however, owe mine detonated, killing one Viet Cong. After the

VNN sailors made a sweep of the area, they reported 16 mines still intact }
and a great number of blood trails indicating more killed or wonded were

carried away. During the attack on the co&3tal group bases no significant

damage was reported although at Coastal Group 15 on 23 June, nue enlisted

U.S. advisor and two VNN sailors w-oe wounded slightly vhen two sazchel

charges exploded near their barge. In much the same manner a& tM coastal

groups to the north, Coastal Group 16, near Quang Ngai, operated along the

.ra Khuc River to inhibit enemy movement. On 23 June THCWO MDH 10, a A
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river block and search operation, netted 23 seno suspects.

At the Perfume River basin near Coastal Orcup 12 base, 7 ibr sus-

pects were detained on the night of 25-26 June. This night search con.

dfcted by the VNN sailors and their USK advisors was series 6 of the NOUTIN

PHOUC campaign. During a patrol of Thanh Lan B&,T on 27 June, 3h miles

southwest of the base, two Coastal Group 12 Junks received B-o40 rocket

and machine gun fire from three sampans in the area. The sailors returned

the fire as the mnem evaded to the north. Four of the fleeing enemy were

killed while two sailors were wounded in the first volley. Typically, a

subsequent search of a nearby village yielded no results.

Although mnemy activity in the 2nd Naval Zone remained at a low level

the coastal groupo continued their small unit patrol in an effort to seek

out and destroy the infiltrating enta forces and their supporters. A

Coastal Group 25 platoon set up an ambush just south of their base, 10

miles north of Nha Trang, on the night of 4-5 June. No enemy contact was

made; however, 2 aaemy suspects were brought in for interrogation. Later

on 5 June, Coastal Group 24 units conducted a civic action mission on Hon

Chua Isle, 6 4iles north of their base at Tuy Hoa. Eight Viet Cong and

a junk were apprehended in the area during the VNN sailors' patrol there.

Coastal Group 22 and 3 RF companies swept Qui Nhon Peninoula 2 miles

east of the base on 6 June. The land force met no enewy resistance al-

though 30 enemy suspects and a quantity of clothing and documants were cap-

tured. The same day, Scng Cau based Coastal Group 23 personnel conducted
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a cordon and search operation 7 miles east of their base in P•u Yen Pro- I
vince. A firefight ensued which resulted in 9 Viet Cong killed, 10 cap-

tured and another 8 suspects detained; 17 shelters were destroyed and a

number of weapons and ammuniton, articles, of clot"-g and 'documents cap-

Al
tured. On 8 June, Coastal Group 25 units patrolled Trau Nam Bay, 15 miles

northeast of their base in Khanh Hoa Province. One junk with 14 Viet Cong 4
suspects and a draft dodger were detained that 'day.

Intelligence indicated the Viet Cong had infiltrated the point of the

peninsula where Coastal Group 23 had engaged the enemy on 6 June. At 0200 I
on 13 June a mortar bombardment of forty 6 0-mm mortar rounds was directed

at the suspect area. A Bubsequent sweep yielded 2 Viet Cong killed and 6

of the vindc ,,.,.mV ,n+.,'. A f.j*e+,' Group 25 night ambush team ap-

prehended one junk and 3 suspects on 14-15 Jume. The suspects,picked up

2 miles south of the base at Hon Khoi, were returned to the base for inter- A-

rogation.

During patrols from 16-19 June, Coastal Group 23 junks detainad 5 sus-

pects and 4 female Viet Cong and one junk east of the coastal group base

at Song Cau. Just as their coastal group counterparts in the lst Naval i
Zone, 2nd Natal Zone VNN personnel and their U.S. advisors continued to

perform waterwiay patrols in and around the land jetties in their area of

• operatioms t~o interdict the enemy's movement, The Viet Cong/L•A. face~s
and their supporters showed an unceasing ate~mpt to build up forces and

logistics near the civilian and military strongholds of the GVN in the
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2nd Naval Zone as well as in the other naval zones.

Coastal Group 22 engaged an estimated 30 Viet Cong on 19 June on Qui

Nhon Peninsula, 8 miles north of the coastal group base. Contact was lost

with the enemy but 2 Viet Cong were captured along with numerous weapons

and documents, and amounts of rice. There were no friendly casualties in

the clash. An area sweep 2 days later, supported by MARKET TIME forces

off the coast, resulted in no additional enesm resistance; 3 enesa sus-

pects were apprehided by the VNN sailors.

A combined operation on 26 June pitted U. S. Arnr troops, six Coastal

Group 21 and 22 junks, and MARKET TIME ýmits including USS CARRONADE (IFS-l)

and USS HOLLISTER (DD-788) against an unknown size enemy force. The amphi-

bious landings were made from the coastal group junks and blfoi.tg, stations

were assumed 2½ miles vftth of Degi, in Binh Dinh Province. Gunfire support

was provided by the off-shore MARKET TIME units. The land force produced

11 enemy killed, 2 captured and 13 suspects detained. In addition, many

bunkers, mines and booby traps were destroyed di ing the battle. A quantity

of weapons and aummition were reported captured by the Army forces.

The ARVN "Peoples Road" Campaign, T•UK CC*G DINII series, was pursued

to its end during June and VNN unita of the 3rd Naval Zone participated in

the final operation as was the case during the month of May. Vinh Binh

Province units organized ThUONG CCNG DINH VB/52 on 3 June and Coastal

Group 35 junks transported 6 ELP ciotnauies and 2 PF platoon to the area of

operations, 7 miles down :4ver from their base on the Co Chien River. The
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three-mile-square land sweep inland netted one Viet Cong killed, and three

Viet Cong and eight suspects captured. The province forces reported des-

troying an enem liaison point as well as capturing several grenades and

anti-personnel mines.

Similarly on the night of 6-7 June, nine Coastal Group 33 Junks and

four Coastal Group 34 Junks provided the mobility for three RF companies

and three PF platoons for Operation TRU(NG CONG DINH HB/37. The operation

waa a arth-south sweep of the eastern end of Loi Quan Island in the ty

Tho River while the VNN sailors maintained river blocking stations. The

sailors experienced no enewq contact; however, the land force reported

killing fiwo Viet Cong during the sweep.

Coastal Group 36 set up a night ambush 6. miles southeast of their

base on the Bassac River an 8 June. The sailors surprised four Viet Cong

setting up an M-60 machine gun site. The enem soldiarb were killed, three

grenades and numerous documents were captured and the =chine gun site was

destroyed.

Two Coastal Group 32/33 Junks lifted 44 PRU's (Provincial Reconnais-

sance Unit) 13 miles north of the coastal group base into Phuc Tuy Province

op, 10 June. The operation, SONG NGU 17/68, sought out reported eneW base

camps in the e,,ea east of the Thi Vai River. While the VNN sailors and

the U.S. advisors maintained river security with a TF 115 PCF, the FRU's

swept eastward. Five base camps were discovered Wh.ch appeared to have

•. been occupied recentloy, however, the camp were stripped of 031 war materials
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and no eneny contact was gained. The structures were destroyed and the

land force embkrk,ý on the Junks at the completion of the operation.

This marked the first use of PRUI's in Phuc Tuy Province by the VNN Junk

force. The next day, the Coastal Group 32/33 Junks and RF troops probed

further north into the province 24 miles north of their base. During

this operation, TRUCKG CONG DINH HB/40, the land sweep uncovered an a*-

muiition cache of 830 shells of various types and numrous documents.

Two Junks from Coastal Group 33 carried one PF company and two RF

companies to Go Cong Province on the west bank of the Soirap River on

13 June. While the VNN sailors conducted blocking operations alomg the

coast, the land troops contacted an unknown, mumber of enemy. Three Viet

Cong were killed and two were captured along with their weapons and a

quantity of amuunition and several documents. TRUCUG OCUG DINH VB/60

that day took place in Vinh Binh Province, north of Phu Vinh City with

Coastal Group 35 junks, three RF companies and a PRU company. The opera-

tion yielded 15 Viet Cong killed and 3 captured with several weapons.

Two Coastal Group 35 junks came to the defense of an outpost 5 miles east

of the coastal group base on 14 June. TF 116 PBRI's and IHFT's supported

the sailors in the battle with the advancing eneay. When all fire was

suppressed, four of the enemy were killed and five others were wounded.

That sawe day several Coastal Group 34/37 units with two VNN platoons

entered the Sau/Cu and Bien Le .canals on the south bank of the Ham Luczig

River. The troops were landed on each canal bank for an east-west sweep.
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The Coastal Group 34 command junk came under intense fire from the bank

and the sailors directed close range fire. "Seawolves" were called in

and air strikes were made on the area. A subsequen land sweep met with

no enemy resistance. The VNN sailors uncovered many bloody trails indi-

cating ohe enemy had carried away the dead and wounded. The sailors

destroyed numerous punji stakes and tunnels during the sweep. One sailor

was killed "during the ambush on the coaand junk and another was woauned.

On 18 June six Coastal Group 35 junks lifted 2 RY companies for a

landing from the Lang Thi River JA Vin•h Binh Province northwest of Phu

Vinh City. The boats remained in blocking and fire support positions as

the land swmep nett•! 4 enemy suspects, 900 kilograms of rice, and 7 shel-

ters destroyed.

SCfG NOU 18/68, continuing that camaign in Phuc Tuy Province,

was conducted on 20 June by four Coastal Group 33 Junks, one coastal group

ambush team and 30 PUJ's. The Junks plied the Ca Doi River and then landed

411 the PRU's on the western perimeter of the wrea of operation and the anbusIh

team on the eastern perimeter , 10 miles vest of Vimg Tau. The PRU force

swept eastward and arrived at the site of the ambush teaom with no eanm

resistance. Two base camps were destroyed composed of four bunkers, tdo

R. far hwtzem and two suans.

SCO TM 31, an operation which achieved extraordinary results,

j Joinod CoAstal Group 35 and PRU forces ior thD lot time in over 10 mcnthe

on 24 awd 25 June, This successful operation Zreed 29 government officiala
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who had been prisoners of the Viet Cong since the Tot Offensive. A Hoi

Chanh led the land farce of one PRU company to thl enaW prisaner ca&p,

24 miles south if Phu Vinh near the north bank of the Bassac River. Five

Viet Cong guards were in the process of moving the 29 Vietnamese captives.

In the firefight that ensued four of ÷he prisoners were killed and seven

other were wwinded. The PRU's, supported by "Seavolves" and PBR's in ad-

dition to the VNN junks off-shore, killed two of the eneo and captured a

third; the two remaining escaped or their bodies were wurecovered. "Sea-

wolves" conducted modevacs for the wounded and dead while the Vietnamse

junks and PER's performed troop extraction.

Coastal Group 35 personnel and four RF companies conducted a

sweep operation south of the coastal group base in Vinh Binh Province on

29 June. Lifting the troops down the Bang River, the junks then Lmded

the RF units on the east bank. The area sheltered an unknown number of

Viet Cong which the land force effectively routed; three of the ene=

wore killed and one Viet Cong and two suspects were captured. In addition

five draft dodgers were apprehended during the sweep. The land troops des-

troyed a Viet Cong liaison point and numerous bunkers and uncovered a small

cache of grenades, knives and mines.

As has been the case in recent months, 4th Naval Zone coastal groups

experienced minor eney coatact in June. Daily patrols along the southern

and western coast of RMIN vod surrounding Phuc Quoc and Puolo Obi islands

off the mainland coast provided a source of security to the populace.
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These VNN junks, ski rs and PDF's conducted search operations, plying

the inland waterways of the southern Delta's coastline, seeking iene

infiltrators. A ccntinual prussia of civic action and psychological war-

fare was pursued as the VN sailors and their U.S. Navy counterparts visited

the many villages, hamlets and incidental seaside settlements that dot the

coastline. Offensive operations ue few this •wnth; and thpee conducted

met with little or no enes resistance.

On 3 June two Coastal Group 43/44 Boston Whaler and three RFP-conanies

conducted a cordon and search operation along a 10-mile sector of the Cai

Ion River, south from Kien An. The troops ashore siept east and south tsu

the Bosten Whalers, manned by four U. S. N-vy advisors, checked river

traffic a&head of the advancing colum. The sweep resulted in three Viet

Cong killed and the seizure of a weapons cache of two AK-4?7's, me M-1

rifle, 300 grenades, two claymore mines, two WICOK grenade launchers and

six "Bouncing Betty" mines.

Puolo Obi Island based Coastal Group .41 pursued Operation DA DIEU

frm 13 through 16 June on the western coast of RVN. In a lO-aile area

north of the Ckg Doc River., the platoon of VHH sailors and two junks

searched sampans and bunkers. Enemy fire mhen received was idiately

" suppreseed and subsequent area mweops indicated the eneW had carried off

dead and wounded and had fled into the sanctuary of the interlands. Three

Viet Cong were killed by body count; however, numerous blood trails lent

credence to the belief that many more had been killed or wounded. During
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the four-day operation, the sailoro captured one Viet Cong, two mines and

10 sampans and they destroyed numerous enemy sampans and bunkers in their

path.

Illdetrative of typ4dal parois., on 25 June Cou~tal Group 43/44 units

plied the Cai Lon River north frca their base at Kien An, crossed over to

the east bank and travelled south to the Cau Gao Canal and headed west.

During this patrol 76 junks or sampans were searched and 212 people were

checked for proper identification. The --earch netted one sub-machine gun,

two grenades, three armmniti•n clips, one knife, 100 kilograms of rice,

and five kilograms of tobacco which were unauthDrized or unmanifested

cargo. Kien Qiang sector units, operating in concert with the VNN junks,

captured a Viet Cong and two Viot Cong suspects and a motorized junk that

day.

Riverine Area Naval Comuuands

At the end of June, 227 craft were assigned to the Riverine Area

Naval Comunds and the River Escort and Transport Group (RTEG). A daily

average of 175 craft were available for operations and 170 were employed

in a total of 49 amphibious operations, 57 blocking missions and 48 logis-

tic and troop lifts.

Increased use of 3rd Riverine Area RAG 's was reAlized in June by

their active participation in offensive operations in defense of the Capi-

tol Military District (CMD). Long An, Gia Dinh and Pbju Cuong Province
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forces maximized their efforts to guard the CMD and stay the eneu•rs ad-

vance into the area during the TOAN THANI Campaign. The RAG's were fully

utilized for trocp and logistic lifts, medevac and gunfire support along

the Saigon and Dong Nai rivers and the other waterways lacing the area.

While RAG's 27 and 30 remained to the south of Saigon, RAG's 22, 24 and

28 operated in the southwest, north and east of Saigon in U.S., ARVN and

VNMC aiqhibious operations. RAG 27 continued to provide reserve power in

the RSSZ and transport RP/PF troops. RAG 30 pursued -e eneo and ravaged

his fortifications and caches in concert with the 'U.S. 91% Infantry Divi-

sim elements in Gia Dinh, Binh Chanh and Nha Be districts.

On 1 June RAG 30 craft lifted U.S. 6th Battalion elements down the

Can Giuoc River, 6 miles south of Saigon on a search and clear mission.

The land force swept a 3-mile area on the west side of the river, destroy-

ing one CHICOM grenade booby trap, 11 bunkers and miscellaneous cooking

utensils in one bunker; no contact was made with the enewy. The next day,

2 June, the RAG transported units of the 3rd Battalion for a similar opera-

tion from the Ba Lao River, 6 miles south of the city. Although nc enewq

contact was gained that day, the land troops reported destroying 6 more

enexV bunkers. That same day a river craft attached to RAG 30 proceeded

north on the Dong Nai River. With the guidance of an informer, the loca-

tion of eneqr infiltrators 8 miles south of Dien Hoa was compromised and

two Viet Cong were captured.

A RAG 30 river patrol craft (RPC) was mined and sunk cn th3 Dong Nai
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.River, 10 0iles northeast of Saigon. on 3 June killing all four of its

M, occupants. The RPC was part of a boat element of one LQM and two

RPC's assigned to support a 30th Vietnamese Ranger Battalion operation.

The boat sank imediatey but the sailors' bodies were recovered from the

river. Although the enginea were salvaged the hull of the boat was do-

clared unsalvageable due to the destructive blast of the swir-placed

mine. The after .50 caliber mount which had blown clear of the boat was

recovered but the remainder df the boat's small arms were not found.

RAG 22 pursued the TOAN THANO Campaign with two ARVN infantry batta-

licns on 5 Jume. The RAO boats lifted the ARVN forces along the Vain Co

River, 13 miles southwest of Saigon. This operation, TOAN THANG 199/183,

iialaod two Viet Cong and one suspect captured and numerous bunkers des-

troyed. The next day, Operation T3AN THANG a 60/A/68 pitted three ARVN

infantry battalions, an artillery unit, VNAP aircraft and RAG 28 river

boats against the enemy. A bettleL took place south of Phu Guong as the

RAG ,Nxts maintained river blocking mid fire support stations frcthe

Saigon River. At the conclusion of the area sweep on 7 June, the enemy

had 30 killed and mne captured while the ARVN forcus suffered five killed

and 47 wounded. Several weapons and onery equipment were uncovered during

the 2-day operation. Also on 7 June, RAO 22 continued in Operation TOAN

THANO (199) with three ARVN infantry battalions 11 midles wout-acW jut

of.3agon fxm the Vain Co Dong River. The ARVN soldiers reported killing

two Viet Cong shile they destroyed a small amnmition cache of one-hundred
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and five 82-nm and 60-m mortar shells. One-thousand and lout-hundred

kilograms of rice and numerous documents were also retrieved during the

operation.

The RAG 30 advisor reported that the U.S. 6th Battalion 31st Infantry

units destroyed five enenW bunkers on 7 June while operating in Binh Chanh

District, 2 miles south of Saigon, west of the Coy Kho River. The next

day tL RAG carried the 6th Battalion further south along the Cay Kho

Canal and Ba Lao River where the west side. of the river was swept. The

land forces recorded numerous puaji stake traps and six bunkers destroyed.

On the afternoon of the 8th, a RAG 24 river craft sunk a Viet Cong junks

as it attempted to cross the Saigon River south of the Bien Loi Bridge,

east of the city; the occupants were assumed killed. The contents of the

junk. a Saigon map, one B-O rocket, a bag of AK-47 cartridges, two gren.'

nades, a pair of binoculars and a list of pass words were captured in this

spectacular interdiction of enem infiltrating arms and supplies so near

Saigon.

A detachment unit of RAG 27 operated on the Saigon River 3 miles

northeast of Saigon south of Thu Duc, in support of U.S. Ist Infantry

Division troops on 8 and 9 June. The U.S. advisor to RAG 27 reported

that the land force captured one Viet Cong suspect, located 71 tons of

rice and destroyed 12 bunkers and two sampans on the west bank of the

river. On the 9th, RAG 30 and the 6th Battalion traversed the Ba Lao

River and the Xom Cui Stream. The land troops swept the west bank and
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destroyed 20 bunkerm, two beds and miscellaneous utensils and one sampasn}

while capturing a B-40 rocket, seven U.S. carbine magazines, 35 M-79 gre-

nades, 20 AK-4?7 amunition rounds, two grenades and 20 pounds of rice. I
hile the RAG 24 boats he was acccmpanying were patrolling the Saigon

River north of the Bien Loi Bridge, 9-12 June, the U.S. advisor was requested

to assist the U.S. lai Division in the recovery of a drowaed U.S. enlisted i
man. This man had been a meber of an ArYW ambush team which had made con-

tact with the eneT. The body was found and the RAG advisor and a VNN 0pa- -A

toon reccnned the ambush site. Three Viet Cong bodies were located and

one wounded Viet Cong was captured.

Beginning on i June a saries of TOAN THANG Campaign operations were I
conducted by RAG's 24 wad 28 and ARVN forces north of Saigon which achieved

noteworthy results. Two battalions of the 8th ARVN Infantry Regiient, in

concert with units of RAOIs 24 and 28, waged TOAN TWANO 269/A/8, 11-14 June,

3 miles south of Phu Cuong City. The aenem left 30 dead on the battlefield

L and two Viet Cong were captured by the ARVN force; 18 soldiers were wounded.

In addition, the land sweep yielded numerous individual and crew served

weapons including five bangalore torpedoes, 800 meters of telephone wire

and a quantity of medical supplies. The next day, 15 June, TOAN THANO 272/A/7

was organized by the 7th ARVN Diviasion; RAG's 24 and 28 boats lifted 3 ARVN

"battalions 3 ,miles north of Phu Quong. The VNN sailors provided fire support

as the land force killed two Viet Cong and captured a cache of B-40 rocket

rounds, 82-mm and 60-m mortar rounds, 420 hand grenades and two anti-tank
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mines and a launcher*

Sever-l RAG 24 craft deployed with two ARVN battalions of the 50th

Infantry Regiment to the Vam Co Dcng River, 12 miles southwest of Saigon

on 16 June. This operation, TOAN THANG 199/252, resulted in 17 of the

3nemy killed, four captured and five suspects detained while the ARVN

troops suffered four wounded and one killed. Numerous bunkers were des-

troyed during the land sweep and forty 82-nmu mortar shells and several

individual weapons were captured.

RAO 30 boats lifted U.S. 6th Battalion elements on 18 and 19 June

south along the Xom Cui Stream, 3 miles south of Saigon. The ARVN soldiers

conducted a sweep of the east side of the stream and reported destroying

a total of 22 bunkers and gunpoints while capturing miscellaneous tools,

clothing, weapons and avuniticn. The enemy sites appeared to have been

recently used, some bunkers were still in construction.

A land force of three ARVN battalions, one reccimaissance company and

one RF company was supported by RAG 28 river craft and a VNN reconaMissance

company in Phu Cuong Province, 4 miles west-northwest of the city on 22 June.

The RAO boats reccnned by fire and a land company joined the ARVN forces

as a battle erupted. Seventeen Viet Cong were killed during this opera-

tion, TOAN THANG 280/A/7, and friredly forces incurred 12 ARVN killed, 24

wounded and one VNN sailor wounded. A sizable weapons and ammunition cache

including rocket rounds and launchers, bangalore torpedoes, hand grenades,

and mortar rounds was uncovered during the day's search.
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TOAN THAU 199., in Long An Province, 15 miles southwest of Saigon,

was pursued by units of RAG' s 22 and 24 and three ARVX %Oth Infantry Regi-

ment battalions on 23 June. IneW casualties were unknown.nbut the opera-

tion uncovered enme supplies of a quantity of AK-h7 magazines, 200 fuses,

a case of plastic explosives and 400 litres of gasoline.

On 25 June, RAG', 24 and 28 participated in two separate actions

north of Saigon. RAG 24 craft provided troop lift an blocking support to

two companies of the 2nd Battalion Vietnamese Airborne 5 miles north of the A
city on the Saigon River. The operation, TOAN THWO 50/D/3, resulted in I
17 Viet Cong killed and two of the enest capture-d along with 11 AK-47's,

3000 rounds of AX cartridges, five B-40 rockets and twenty 80-m mortar ,

shells. Four ARVN soldiers were killed in the action. Meanwhile RAG 28

supported a three ARVN battalion operation 3 miles northwest of Pku Cuong

City. The VNN boats lifted one battalion to the area of operations and 4
maintained perimeter security and fire positions ua the Saigon River. The

enmW lost two men, one Chieu Hoi turned himself in and the land sweep cap-

tured two 122-mm rocket motors, three 122-amn warheads, twelve B-40 rocket 4
rounds, 3000 rounds of AK anmmmiticn, one 82-umn and me 60-m base plates 4
and destroyed four bunkers.

• Continuing the attempt to seek out and repel the enemy, RAG 24 carried

two companies of the 2nd Vietnamese Airborne Battalion up the Saigon River,

3 miles north of Saigon on 28 June. As the VNN sailors provided reconrais-

sance by fire, the landed troops swept the west side of the river. Seven I
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Viet Cong were killed and their weapons, five B-40 rockets and two launch-

rss, two CHICOM grenades and one AK-47 were captured. In Operation TOAN

THANO 290/A/BD on 29 June, RAO 28 units supported two ARVN battalions and

three RF companies west of Phu Cuong City from the Saigon River. The opera-

tion yielded three enenm killed, two AK-47's and one Viet Comg captured.

The U.S,, THivy and Marine Corps persomel in the RSSZ continued to pro-

vide advice and guidance to their Vietnamese couterparts in the conduct

of offensive operations. With RF/PF's, Comnando and Intelligence elements

at their disposal, the Vietnamese pursued the enemy :Ln this water-logged

basin which has for years been a haven for Viet Cong infiltrators. The

main rivers and lesser waterways that ribbon the RSSZ were plied by VWI

Fleet Command ships, River Patrol Group 51 Pa's and U.S. PBR's, ever ready

to take eneny positions under fire. Daily ambushes, searches and patrols

were conducted by all units in the RSSZ, and overhead "Seawolves",,Army

helicopters and fix-winged aircraft provided immediate air cover. Despite

the ready-reaction forces' responsiveness, the enemy was as elusive as ever;

firing upon shipping in the Long 'u River, attacking allied forces, and

withdrawing quickly "jut of reach from friendly counter-attacks.

Illustrative of the fast reaction to attacks on commercial shipping on

the Long Tau was an incidont on 9 June. TF 116 PBR's reported that the mer-

c.ant ship,°KHANH HOA, proceeding north, 3 miles southeast of Nha Be, had

reckived B-41 and automatic weapons fire. Army L-19 and IHFT were vectored

to the vicinity as the PBR's closed the suspect tiring positions on the east
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bank of the Long Tau. Army "Slicks" inserted a Coumndo team and four

USMG advisors after airstrikes and artillery had saturated the area. Two

RP platoons were landed and swept south and eaet vhile the Commaados to

the south swept toward the downmrd thrust. Six Viet Cong were flushed

from the sweep; the scattering eneivw a sixoltaneous4 taken under fire

and killed by ArM and Navy helos p8aitiio4e overhead. Additional Viet-

namese intelligence squads acted as blocking forces for further possible

enemy withdrawal. No ccntact was made but two bmikers and an anti-aircraft

firing position were destroyed by, the ground sweep. A B-41 launcher, two

sets of web gear, two AK-47's and one plastic canteen were uncovered.

A joint operation on 14 June by Army, ,avy and Victnamese elements

sought out enemy bunkers near the Vam Sat River, 10 miles south of Nha Be.

Twalve Commandos and four Marine Corps advisors were inserted by "Slicks"

on the east bank of the river and swept eastward. A bunker complex was

detected which appeared to have been an enea hospital; the Vieotnmese were t

credited with the destruction of seven large bunkers and 14 smaller aes.

In addition, -the aircraft overhead were given permission to conduct com-

bined fire and destroy missions. Nine more aeny positions were taken

under fire with positive results, secondary explosions resulted from sev-

eral attacks.

TF 117 river boats were utilized in June for the first time in joint

operations to rid the RSSZ of the eneWy. On 16 June, during DCNG TAM 16/68,

six ATC's, two ASPB's and ce monitor lifted two RF companied and Commandos
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and their advisors east on the upper Dong Tranh River then north on the

Ong Keo River to insertion points. ArM lBFT's provided overhead cover

for the transit but the convoy came under fire near the turn cito the

Ong Keo River. One RF company beached and swept north to an occupied

base; the enemy dispersed. The camp of 26 structures and equipment, 300

pounds of rice and one sampan was destroyed. Meanwhile the river craft

carried ,the remainder of the lana force further north to their insertion

point. The Conmandos met an estimated two Viet Cong platoons and three

of the enemy were killed during the brief encounter. A USMC advisor to

the Commandos was wounded as were three of the Commamdos. The land force

was re-embarked and awaited fixed-wing and helo air strikes on the ene7

positions. Further sweeps met with no additional enemy resistance and

the operation concluded.

DCNG TAM 17/68 followed on 22 June, 10 miles south-southeast of Nha

Be between the La Be and Ba Giong streams east of the 'lam Sat River. Army

"Slicks" and gunships plus TF 116 PBR's supported two RF companies and'the

RSSZ Commandos and Intelligence platoons during the operaticn -Ai4h sought

out two enemy hospitals reported to be in the area. The troops were landed

in elements from the stream and a four-sided cordon was established from

which the yweep was conducted. Old and partially destroyed base cwcs were

discovered; no enemy oontact was experienced. The intelligence regarding

the hospital was not substantiated and only a few mines and hand and rifle

grenades were captured.
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RAO 2? river craft lifted tim RF companies to the Ong Keo Stream for

a smep foflvwing early morntig B-52 strikes in the vicinity m 24 Jamo. $
I Numerous bunkers were struck with resulting secondary fires reported. The 3

river boats rseioved three B-41 hits as the land force was off-loaded at 1
the insertion point. One ARVN soldier was vunded and an RPC and nei- ono

itor were slightly damaged. The land sweep of the east. ad vest banks of

the river gained no ene• contact. This operation was mb~er 18/68 of the

DCWG TAX series. :
Again on 27 june the Commandos and RY copany were inserted )q RAG 27

boats in the areas flanking the Ong K6o Stream and south of the Apper Don-4

Tranh River for a smop following B-52 raidsb The lnd force met none of

the enewy as it foraged through the heavily cratered- areas. ?cur base I
caiV- were destry-o7y along with additicnal bunkers, all apparently having

not bom usd atoly. A set of fresh foot-prints was observed 1hich div-

appeared In me' bc-66 crate?.

in the 4th Riverine Area, a RAG 25/29 Ca Mau detachment convoy, ply-

ing the ng Doc River, 13 m•1es north of Ca Mau, came under attack on 2

Juri. The boats returned the fire on the suspecvn positions and

cleared the fire zone. Five sailors were wounded in the initial blast

& .~ and two boats were 60 percent damaged. Similarly, the next day, a RAG 25

cowwAjdaient was fired on while transiting the Can Tho River, 4 miles I

sovxthv3st 'f that city; two VNN sailors were wounded and the boat incur-

red minor damage.
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Operation TRUJCl CONO DINH 7/10/26 was conducted on 4 June in Kien

Hoa Province as RAG's 2W/31 and 21/23 river craft and L3IL 330 transported

two ARVN infantry battalions and two RI companies along the Ham Luong River,

3 miles south of Ban Tre. Prior to off-loading the troops, the VNN guns

neutralized the landing sones. The RAO craft remained adjacent to the area

of operations to form a blocking force. A cache of 3,100 various types of

cartridges and one Viet Cang were captured. Another Viet Cong was reported

killed by the ARVN sweep. Also on 4 June, additional RAG 23/31 boats sup-

ported a RF battalion as a sweep was made east of Vinh Long City. River

traffic was checked and six VNN sailors went ashore to maintain bank secu-

rity in the vicinity of the operation. The RF troops reported one Viet

Cong had been killed while they captured two of the enomy. One RF soldier

was killed and two were wounded in the fray.

The next day, 5 June, tRUCNG CONO DINH 7/SD/23 combined RAG 21/33 and

7th ARVN Division Rangers in Go Cong Province. LSIL 330 served as a float-

f ing coamand post for the Rangers as the VNN river craft maintained security

on the upper channel of the Ny Tho River, 10-12 miles east-southeast of My

The City. Enemy contact was gained by the ARVN force and jlthopgh casuals

ties were undetermined, me Viet Cong was captured. One Ranger was killed

and 10 others were wounded that day.

During Operation HAl LCN0 3/68 on 7 June, a RAG 21/33 reconnaissance

team was inserted from the Tra River, 11 miles northeast of My Tho in Go

Cong Province. The sailors engaged an unknown size encmi force and four
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Viet Cong were killed. Several weapons and documents we-e captured from

the enem as a result of the skdrmish; there were no friedle casualties.

Three VhnN river craft eworting the Saigon-Bac Lieu convoy were hit

by B-40 and recoilless rifle fire on 10 June. One sailor was killed and

another five suffered wounds from the blast from ashore, 12 miles north-

east of Bac Lieu. The convoy continued on with the limping VNN bc.cts,

experiencing no further enenv harassment.

Vinh Long Province officials organized Operation TRUCWO CONG DINH/VL

an 11 September. RAG's 23/31 and 21/33 boats lifted elements et three

ARVN infantry battalione and a Ranger battalion, a reconnaissance company

and four RF companies south along the Kang Thit/Nicolai Canal. Bank sweeps

produced five enemy killed and one captured. One P? soldier was liberated

from the hands of the ener as a result ,of this operation.

Bank security continued to be aidefinite problem for the RAG convoys

as they travelled the rivers and canals in the Delta. Just as last month,

RF/PF troops inserted at one point along the route had no protective effect

on the convoy as it proceeded onward; for the enexy was located ahead of

the convoy. On 13 June RAG 25/29 craft came under fire on two occasions

during the Can-Tho-Vi Thanh loistics run on the Can Tho River. The RAG ad-

A ~visor noted that the friendly inhabitants near the eneny positions had

cleared the area indicating they knew of the impending attack but no word

was given to the unsuspecting VUfN convoy. Return fire on the eneqr gun

positions was not evaluated and the convoy proceeded with no further incidints.
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There was minor structwral damage to three boats and no friendly casual-

ties were reported.

RAG 23/31 river craft supported an ARVN infantry battalion and an

AR.Y Ranger battaLicn during Operation TRhUMG C(GO DINH VL/68 on 14 June.

The land force swept the south bank of the Co Chien River 3 miles east

of Vinh Long City while the VNN sailors mAintained blocking and gunfire

support stations. ftem contact was gained and five Viet Cong were killed

und cune suspect was detained for interrogation. Late on 15 June, RAG 21/33

units, PSI' and UL3SL 225 conducted a policing operation on Tau Island

south of Yq Tho with a RF company and a National Police platoon. Seven

enemy suspects were captured there that night.

TRUC4G OONG DINH SD/32/52 was conducted by ARVN 21st Division elements

and RAG 25/29 detachment boats al&o the Ong Doc River south of the Delta

cit' of Cz Mau. Thuring thethree-day operation, 16-18 June, the four ARVN

battalion sweep resulted in five Viet Cong killed and 11 enemy living quar-

ters destroyed. Meanwhile Operation VINH LONG 2 yielded another five enemy

killed on 17 June. 1ALO 23/31 boats liftt• a RF battalion and three RF pla-

toons to the eastern end of Tan Phung Island in the I Tho River. The VN

river craft and P1Fl's maintained river security and provided ganfire support

as the land troops made their sweep. In addition to the five killed, there

were 10 Viet Cong captured, 77 enemy suspects and three deserters apprehended.

Sevaral weapy-cs were also captured and a an deetroyed ona Viet Cong liaison

poitA with gunfire.
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The Navy advisor to RAG 25/29 reported that his 71 counterpart con-

ceived, planned and coordinated Operation HALI LONG 10/68 on 19 June. Six

VNN river craft, two PBR's and ISIL 330 were utilised to lift, cover and

extract 80 PF troops at the mouth of the Cai Cau River, near the southern

end of Tan Dinh Island in the Bassac River. The land force swept both

banks of the river after the area had been saturated with 81-nu mortar,

20-ma and 40-mn fire from the VNN LSIL. Although the results of this opera-

tion were mediocre, a satchel of documnts and 1,000 pounds of rice captured,

seven hootches and 10 bunkers destroyed, the concept was carried out with

accurate and effective coordination and coummication.

At 2130 on 19 June, RAG 23/31 responded to a call for gunfire support

by an ARVN squadron under attack in Vinh Long Province. The VNN sailors

arrived at the scene on the Nang Thit River, 11 miles southeast of Vinh

Long and fired 81-mm mortar and O-m fire at the estimated Viet Cong pla-

toon. When contact was broken, the area sweep yielded five Viet Corg cap-

tured and another 15 3uspects detained.

Thirty-one Viet Cong were killed and three others were captured as a

result of Operation SD/7/11 on 12 June. Elements of the llth ARVN Infan-

try Reglmnt, one ARVN inf&ntry battalion, one Ranger battalion and three

reconnaissance companies were supported by RAG's 21/33 and 23/31 river

craft from the Tra River in Go Cong Province. The massive operation swept

over the borders of Dinh Tuong and Go Cong provinces about 23 miles south-

wei of Saigon.
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On 25 June VNN sailors of RAG 21/33 and one ARVN infantry battalion

participated in Operation 00 CONG 6/68 in Go Cong Province, 10 miles east

of My Tho City. Although eneav casualties were unknown, the land force

reported ?stroying a cache of 200 grenades in place. The next day RAG

21/33 craft and a 7-man landing party conducted a raid on the northwestern

tip of Giai Island in the Co Chien River in response to intelligence pro-

viously gained. The sailors made contact with an unknown size enemy force.

hsn the fire was silenced, the sailors discovered one enemy killed and

took another prisoner as well as detaining one enemy suspect.

Operation SD 7/10/4 on 27 June pitted RAG 21/33, ISTL 330, two ARVN

infantry battalions and a reconnaissance comvany against the enemy in Kien

Hoa Province north of the Ho Cay River. The sailors laid down a barrage

of 30-, 40- and 50-mm fire and 81-rmu mortar prior to the area sweep. Three

bodies were discovered by the land force. Four eneay suspects were taken

and 20 Kilograms of documents were captured. There were two PF troops re-

leased from the enem that day and 15 sampans were destroyed by naval gun-

fire. The next day, RAG 26 carried five RF pcupanies and two PF platoons

north along the Bassac River to the Cal Sau Canal for Operation SA DEC 4.

The land sweep yielded two Viet Cong and one suspect detained.

Vietnamese Navy Statistical S!!!ý

June 196b

Searched Detained
Coastal Force Junks p Junks

25 ,770 8,1-9
II NZ 214,380 80,793 25 263
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Search V e

Coastal Fmce (CCWTI D) Junks Peole Junks
IU NZ2

IV NZ 5,369 19,713 0 0

Sub-totals 70,579 233,709 34 517

Fleet Cauin 1d
Patrol Si ps 2,217 10,381 16 70

Riverine Area
9,A35 32,264 0 0

Totals 82,231 276,354 50 587
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VIETNAMESE MARME CORPS

SDuIxng the month the six infantry battalions of the Vietnamese Marine

Corps (VNMC) and their USMC advisors operated in the Capitol Military Dis-

trict (QI)) and IV Corps Tactical Zone (IV CTZ). The battalions and one

artillery battalion were comnitted to combat operations 100 percent of the

time in June.

Task Force A, composed of the ist, 5th and 6th battalions and Battery

A and B, VNMC artillery battalion continued to operate in the northwestern

suburbs of Saigon in Operation TOAN THANG under the operational control of

the CMD. For the first half of the month Task Force A experienced moderate

to heavy enhmy contact in the Gia Dinh Sector, and the area north of Phu

Nhuan Sector, west of the Bien Loi Bridge. RAG 24 boats were assigned to

the task force for troop lift 2nd gunfire support and they provided peri-

meter security east of the operation froa the Saigon River. In concert

with Vietnamese Rangers, U. S. Army lst Infantry Division elements and

supported by Army gunships and VNAF air strikes, the marines wageda a Mlty

battle in defense of the capitol city of Saigon. The heavy contact which

began on 31 May continued throughout the 1st and 2Wd of June. One-hundred

and twenty-one enewl were dead and seven were captured at the conclusion

of those two days of fighting. Friendly losses were four marines killed,

15 wounded and one marine accidentally drowned.

The action moved in a southerly directio on 3 and 4 June as the task

force continued to meet skirmish after skirmish with deadly precision.
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Tvsty-three moro enemy bodies were left on the battle field and one Viet

Gong was captured iidWi the marines suffered four killed and 31 wounded.

The task force pressed east from its positions on -5 June and north again,

encircling the onome. Thirty-sovmi of tho eno were reported kIlled that

day and 12 were ,ta1kn captive. The VIAC lost one urine and 11 were wounded.

Until U1 June the task force pursued local unit patrols and aabushes in, con-

Junction with Army APO (Armored Personnel Carrier) and Special Force elo-

rants. Contact was varied and sporadic throughout this area of heavy eneW

infiltration northeast of the capitol.

At 0600 on ii June Saigon was hit by 122-m mortar rockets. The task j
force reacted immediately and deployed its units against.the suspected

enW positions. The 2nd Battalion joined the task force and took up de- I
fensive positions near the Mewport Bridge. The rocket attack was not ac-

companied by a ground attack as was the case in May. The task force re-

sumed area patrole with light contact until 18 June. On 13 June the task -"

force received 12 Chieu. Hal's in Gia Dinh Sector,. seven of whom were~re-

ported to be NVA soldiers.

On 18 June the l1t and 6th battalions formed a triangular cordon I
around eleaents of two ener battalions, east of the lMen Loi Bridge, south

of the railroad tracks and north of Gia Dinh Sector. Throughout the day

the enew attempted ta break through the marine vise but the marines r epulsed

th.h Ther wre 113 Viet Cong captured and 65 killed that day while the

marines losses were two killed and 19 wounded. Fifteen more Viet Cong were
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captured on 19. June during clean-up operations in the same vicinity. Five

enemy bodies were uncovered and 12 Chieu Hoi' s turned themselves in that

day. The remainder of the month w.s characterized by small unit patrols

with light to negligible contact reported by Task Force A.

Task Force B remained in IV CTZ this month under the operational con-

trol of the ARVN 21st Infantry Division. The 3rd and 4th battalions and

Battery C of the VNMC artillery battalion were employed for offensive com-

bat whenever suitable targets were detected; as reserys reaction forces on

standby as reinforcements to the ARVN elements; and in security operations

near the city of Can Tho to deny the enem access to the city or sites from

which to mortar the city. The VNMC battalions performed missions in cmn-

Junction with the TRUONG CONG DINH Campaign umitl 15 June when that massive

operatico was completed. The forces were then deployed in Operation DAN

THIEN, following on the heels of TRUONG CONG D!NH. Small unit patrols

and reconnaissance in force operations conducted by. the task force met with

negligible or oIly slight enoW poatact.

The 2nd Battalion was operating with ARVN Rangers in Cholon, Saigon's

6th Precinct under the operational control of the 0D. After being heavily

*eng#e %ith the enee• at the end of May, the battalion experienced light

contact throughout its deployment in Cholon. Daily cleaning sweeps served

to strengthen the barrier set up by the U.S. and Vietnamese forces and to

uphold the relative calm and safety in that heavily populated area. On

11 June, the 2nd Battalion joined Task Force A in northeast Saigon, taking

up positions near the Newport Bridge.

CONIp"T
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Vietnase Marine C2= statistical SiiirJune 1969

VC/WVA 294 KIA* 182 VIET CCKG CAPTURN) 8 VIET GONG SUSPECTS

VNMC 26 KIAU** 33 CHIEU HO

* 26 bodies reopered 1 Jume restlts of 31 Mar action.
** 3 Marines drowned (Non-hostile camsuiy)

Weagons Captured

2 Mortar &•.-m
30 Akti-Tank Grenad.e Launcher, R!G-2 (B-40)
o Anti-Tank Grenade Launcher, RIG-7 (B-41)
1 Light Machine Gtm, 7.62-m, R-46, Type 58
3 Light Machine Gun, 7. 6 2-m, RPD, Type 56

166 Assault Rifle, Soviet, AK-47 I
2 Carbine, 7.62-m, MS
9 Pistol, 7.62-mi, Type 54
1 Carbine, U.S. Calibber .30
2 Pistol, U.S. CO2Wier .45l

Ainwni~tion Captured

I Rounds, 75-u Recoilless Rifle Ammunition
18 Rounds, 60-m Mortar
115 Anti-Tank Grenades, RFO-2 (B-hO) 4
18 Anti-Tank Grenadea, RRI-7 (B-4I)
93 Anti-Tank Grenades, RPG-2 & 7 (B-40 & B-41)

2 Hintts, Claymore
5 Mines, 10 kilqgrais

199 Hind Grenades, Viet Cong
2 Hand Grenades, M-26
3 Bangalore Torpedo

3.7,800 Rounds, AK-47 Amunitim
"2 Pole charges
5 Pounds, DIT
1 Box, 105-a, VT fuse

200 Miscellaneous rounds small arms amitica

Materiel and EqUiT mant Cst'rd and Destred

49 Bunkers
1 Cozpass, CHI OOM



ateriel and ~mt Captwed an d_ t (COCUT ID)

A84 Magasines, AK-47
2 Radios, a/PRC..O
1 Sight 60-m Mortar
1 Radio AMtum ,
2 Radio, CHI COM
I Sawan
1 Mortv Position

50M0 Kilogram Rice
1 Company Size Baso CaM

Quantity of Medical Supplies
Quantity of Docwints
Quantity of Web Equipment
Number of Bunkers

li3CONFIVft
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CIZARWATER (Con't.) Two river security groups were formed from

River Patrol Force and River Assault Force

craft. Supporting forces available on request

included artillery and naval gunfire units,

helicopter gunships, logistic craft, and ground

reaction forces.

CORDS Civil Operations for Revolutionary Development

Support.

COSURVFOR Coastal Surveillance Force (USN) TF-115 - The

U. S. forces participating in Operation MARKET

TIME and STABLE DOOR.

COSVH Central Office for South Vietnam - The highest

Viet Cong headquarters in South Vietnam.

CTZ Corps Tactical Zone - The major divisions of

South Vietnam i•nto military regions.

DAI DOAN KET Mational Reconciliation Program - Progrem which

iv aimed at helping qualified returnees find

wployment commensurate with their previous

training and experience.

FWMAF Free World Military Assistance Forces (all engaged

in South Vietnam.)

GAL1E WARDEN The operation performed by U. S. Navy forces to

interdict Viet Cong movement on the major waterwaya

CONFIDENTIAL 1-1-2
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AELICO Air-Naval Gunfire Liaison Compaq (U. S.).

ARVM Army of the Republic of Vietnam

C0 Coastal Group (TNN) - A coastal patrol command con-

eisting of six to 10 junks with the responsibility

of patrolling from 30-160 miles of coastline.

CIDG Civilian Irregular Defense Group (WN) - Para-military

troops used in their local area for limited area

operations.

CH H HO* Ope Arums (VN) - The Republic of Vietnam's amnesty

program of rehabilitation and re-location of Viet

Cong who voluntarily return to govrmeret control.

CLeAUWATER Task Force CLEARWATER was activiated in February 1968

with the mission of expediting and improving naval

supply to combat forces in the northern . CTZ by

exercising overall coordination of activities coan

cerning movement and protection of logistic craft on

the Perfume Pi•or and Cua Viet River lines of coamn-

ication. This special task force was created in res-

ponse tj heavy enoW pressure directed at these LOC

at a time of increasing combat 4peration and logistic

requirements by the built-up Northern I CTZ forces.

I-I-i- CNIDENIAL
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.KN&RM TIME The operation conducted by U. S. and Vietnamee

naval forces to interdict Viet Cong infiltration

of men and supplies from the sea.

Marine Aphlbious Force

CAP Medical Civic Action Program

NG M~achirA Gun - An autcmatic, cret-served weapon

adaptable to many mountings. The four typei of

machias gun* currently used by USN and VWN foree

&re the M-60, the .30 caliber light machine guns the

.50 caliber heavy machine gun, and the 7.62-m mini San.

MILPHAP Military ProvIncial Health Assistance Progrm -

MILPHAP tea&s, normilly staffed by threv doctors, a

Medical Service Corps officer And 12 corpsen, work

with Vietna'a Ministry nf Health at the province

hospital level t', improve health services available

to Vietnamese civilians.

KRF Mobile Riverine Force (U. S.) - A force made up of

Navy craft and Army units designed and trained for

amphibious assaults in the Mekong Delta and the RSSZ,

NGFS Naval Gunfirn Support (USU-VNN) - Navel gunfire used

to assist operations ashore; often sposted and cor-

rected by spotter aircraft or forward observers.

HILLO Naval Intelligence Liaison Officer

C FIDfIAL i i-4Ii
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GAME WARDE of the Mekong Delta and the RSSZ. The force is(Con't.)
composed of River Patrol Boats, Minesweepers,

helicopter fire team and SEAL teams.

HEAT High Explosive Anti-Tank - A shaped-charge nor-

mally used in 57-am or 75-mm recoilless rifles.

HHFT Heavy Helicopter Fire Team (U. S.) - A helicopter

fire team with three or more gunships used in sup-

port of ground and waterborne units. The use of

three helicopters allows continuous firing on the

target.

HOI C(ANH "Returnee to the Just Cause" (ON) - An individual

(Viet Cong) who returns under the Chieu Hoi program,

IUWU Inshore Undersea Warfare Unit (U. S.) - The U. S.

forces conducting Operation STABLE DOOR.

Ia Integrated Wideband Comunication System.

LOW Landing Craft Medium Minesweeper.

LDNN Lien Doc Nguoi Nhia (VNN) - Literally "soldiers who

fight under the sea." UDT force of the VNN.

IMP? Light Helicopter Fire Team (U. S.) - A helicopter

fire team composed of two gunshipo used in support

of ground and waterborne units.

LRRP Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol.
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NI National Liberation Front - Actually the "National Front

for the Liberation of South Vietnam." A Ceramist

political front used to give the appearance of popular

non-Cowunist support to their insurgency activities in

South Vietnam.

NUOC KAN (VN) - A fomented fish sauce served with almost any

dish. A national delicacy.

NVA North Vietnamese Amy

PF Popular Forces - Military forces recruited and employed

with a district; organised in platoons and squads.

PRU Provincial Reconnaissance Unit (VW) - Para-military I
personnel whosa princial mission includes clandestine

operations designed to destroy the Viet Cong infras-

tructure, Each unit consists of one or more teams of 18

to 2Ž' civilians who have had prior military service.

RAF Riverine Assault Fore. (USN) - The U. S. Navy contingent

of the WR.

RAG River Assault Group (VU) - An amphibious warfare cow"and

with the capability to transport and support a battalion

of infantry. Siailar to a boat division in the RAY.

RXD HA22 Infrared Dotecta. (U. S. ) - Sonsitive heat detectors used

eas an airborne locator of personnel, equipment and

allitary sites.

CONFIDENTIAL}a
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RF Regional Force (VN) - Forces under AKVN control which

operate within their home province.

RIVPATFnI River Patrol Force (USN) TF-U26 - The forces used in

conducting Operation GAME WARDEN.

ROK Republic of Korea.

RPG Rocket Propelled Grenade - A Soviet or Chinese

Comunist-manufactured, fin-etabilized, anti-tank

grenade* RPG-2 (B-40). RPG-7 (B-41).

HSSZ Rung Sat Special Zone - Literally "forest of assassins."

A special military area located about 21 miles southeast

of Saigon in Gia Dinh Province and composed of Can Gio

and Quang Xuyen districts.

HTI River Transport and Escort Group.

RVNAF Republic of Vietnan Amed Forces - Consists of the Army,

Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and RF/PF.

SEAL Sea, Air, Land. (USN) - Special duty persos-nel qualified

as underwater demolition, paratroop and jungle warfare

specialists.

SECRET ZONE A Viet Cong-dominated area utilised as a base, training

camp and logistic resupply area.

SLAR Side Looking Airborne Radar (U. S.) - Ah accurate airborne

radar for detecting small, moving objects.

STABLE DOCR The U. S. Navy operation conducted to provide harbor defense.
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STAR LIGHT Ambient light equipment (USN) - A portable system to

enhance vision under conditions of starlight or moon-

light.

UDT Underwater Demolition Team (USN) - Specially trained

swimmers used for underwater work in the Navy.

USAID United States Agency for International Development.

U1SF United States Special Forces (USA) - Army personnel

specially trained for use as advisors to indigenous

personnel.

VIE? CONG Vietnaeoe citizens under the control and leadership

of North Vietnam. These persons may be local syspa-

thisers, guerrillas, or hard-core full-time workers

for the Cwuanist dmination of South Vietnam.

VNAF Vietnamese Air Force.

V1OC Vietnamese Narino Corps.

VNN Vietnameoe Navy,
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ARM (Con't.) propulsion plants. This ship is 442 feet long and

mounts three 3*/50 caliber guns. It has a speed of

11.5 knots and a crew of 19 officers and 493 en-

listed men.

ARL -Repair Ship, Landing Craft - An IST converted to

repair landing craft and support amphibious ships.

The ship is 328 feet long and mounts two 40-rm

quad gun mounts. It has a speed of 10.6 knots and

a crew of 12 officers and 178 enlisted men.

ASPB -Assault Support Patrol Boat - A special configured

craft designed principally for use by the Riverine

Assailt Force. The boat is 50 feet long and mounts

one 20-xx gun mount, one 81-ma mortar, two NK-18

40-rn grenade launchers, and one twin-.50 and four

.30 calibtr machine guns. The ruggedly-constructed,

high-speed (14.8 knots) boat, with a crew of seven

enlisted men, is used as a minesweeping and escort

craft for the troop carriers.

ATC -Armored Troop Carrier - A modified, armored LCK-6

designed principally for use by the Riverine At-

sault Force. The boat is 56 feet long with an ex-

tended deckhouse mounting two 20-wa guns, two .50

caliber machine guns, and four M-60 machine guns.
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ATC (Con't.) -The craft can carry approximately 40 combat troops

or two and a half to three tons of cargo. It has

a speed of eight and a half knots and carries a

crew of seven enlisted men. Special bar-and-plate

armor has been added to provide protection for the

hull and deckhouse against projectiles up to and in.

cluding 57-m HUAT rounds.

ATC(H) -Armored Troop Carrier (Helicopter) - An ATC with

a portable helicopter landing platform mounted

above the craft' s well-deck. The platform pro-

vides faster handling of medical evacuees and en-

ables the KRF to conduct certain airborne re-supply

and assault missions more expeditiously.

BOSTON W LU -A 16' fiberglass, shallow-draft motor boat.

CCB -Command and Communications Boat - A modified, armored I

IL(-6 designed for use by the RAF as a task group

flagship and afloat comaand post. The command center

is situated in the craft's well. The boat is 60.5

feet long, is equipped with radar, and mounts one

40-rn and one .50 caliber machine gun in a forward

turret, and one 20-r gun, two .50 caliber machine

guns and two M-60 machiie guns in the deckhouse. It

has a speed of eight and one-quarter knots and a

COWIDENTIAL 1-I-4
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APPENDIX I
S1ECTION4 II

CHARACTRUSTICS OF SOME OF THE SHIPS, MALL CRAFT AND AIRCRAFT
UNDE THE OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF C(OMFORV

AFDL -Auxiliary Floating Dry Dock, Light - A non-self-

propelled, open-ended dry dock with a 1,000-ton

capacity. It measures 64 by 200 feet and has two

3-ton derilcks and a machine shop. The craft mounts

no armament.

AKL -Cargo Ship, Light - A small cargo ship used for

resupplying small baets and outposts in the Hfe-

kong Delta and along the coast. The ship is 177

feet long, can carry 340 tons of cargo, has a 4-ton

boom, and mounts two to four .50 caliber and two

.30 caliber machine guns and one 81-m mortar. It

has a speed of 13 knots and a crew of four officers

and 33 enlisted men.

AM04
(Pontoon) -A milti-lp'rpoee barge. It is 5 by 28 by 90 feet

and is sectioned into 12 interior spaces. Each

barge contains six fittings for columns to raise

or lower the barge on apuds, fittings to connect

several barges end-to-end for causeway use, and

fittings to allow side-mounting on LST's.
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AMNI (Con't.) -In addition to causeway use, the barges can be
(Pontoon)

positioned to embark and debark troops and to

serve as platforms for patrol craft hull main-

tenance.

APB -Parsonnel Barracks Ship - An LIT convwted to

proyide berthing for an Army battalion and a 4
River Assault Squadron. The ship is 328 feet

long with berthing spaces for 122 officers and A
1,180 enlisted men, and mounts four 4.2-inch I
mortars, two 40-rn quad gun mounts, two 20-mm

twin gun mounts, and ten 7.62-mr machine guns.

It has a speed of 12 knots and carries a crew

of 11 officere and 161 enlisted mon.

APL -Personnel Barracks, Lirhter - A non-self- 4

propelled barge with accommodations for the

crews of 20 PB or 10 PBs and 10 PCFs. It

is 49 by 261 feet, has transient berthing spaces

"for 39 officers and 290 enlisted men, and mounts

six .50 caliber machine guns. The crew consists

of five officers and 84 enlisted men.

ARG -Repair Ship, Internal Combustion Engine - A repair

ship converted from a C-2 freighter and capable of

repairing ships and craft with gasoline or diesel

IAf CONDE TALJU I-II-2
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CCB (Con't.) -crew of 1U enlisted men. The craft also has special

arwor similar to that installed on ATCs,

C-47 -Transport - A general-purpose aircraft with two

re 1iprocatiag engines. The plane has a cargo ca-

pacity of 12,900 pounds, a take-off weight of

36,800 pounds, a range of 610 miles, and a Cruising

speed of 153 knots. The crew normally consists of

two officers and two enlisted men.

IIC-Heavy Lift Craft - A non-self-propelled hull, capa- I
ble of partial submersion, used in salvage work to

lift hulks. The craft is 39 by 140 feet, has two

10-ton boom as well as auxiliary equijment for

pumping and can raise 300 tons in a bow lift or

750 tons in a midships lift. HLCs are normally used

in pairs. Each craft mounts four .50 caliber machine

guns. The crew consists of two officers and 20

enlisted men.

LCPL -Landing Craft, Personnel, Large - A boat used pri-
(mark X1)
(rmarily for harbor defense and to guide larger landing

craft, The boat is 36 feet long, is equipped with

rader, and mounts two .50 caliber machine Vn. It

has a speed of 19 knots.
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LCU -Landing Craft Utility - Used to deliver cargo

throughout the Republic of Vietnam. The primary

source of delivering cargo to Dong Ha and Hue in

I Corps. The boqt is 118 feet long and has a

maximum speed of 8 knots. The boat captain is

usually a Chief Petty Officer, who commands an

enlisted crew of 13.

YLLC -Light Lift Craf. - A converted LCU designed to

perform limited salvage duty. The craft is 119

feet in length, and has a &hear-leg crane capa-

ble of 30-ton lifts. Light Lift Craft have four

.50 caliber machine guns, a speed of seven knots,

and carry a crew of two officers and 15 enliste.d

sen.

LS? -A 548-Class tank landing ship specially configured
(GAME WARDEN
Support Ship) for GAME WARDEN Operations. The cargo hatch has

been enlarged to 13- by 32-feet to permit lowering

PBRs and helicopters to the tank deck for repairs

and maintenance. The main deck forward of the

cargo hatch has been strengthened and life-saving

nets have been added port and starboard to support

helicopter operations. A 10-ton boat lifting boom

ha3 been added on the starboard side just forward
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LWT (Con't.) -of the deckhouse. In addition, the transient

berthing facilities on board have been increased

to accommodate eight officers and 112 enlisted

men. An ancillary role performed by the LST is

radar surveillance in support of MARKET TIME

units in the area. The ship's speed is 12 knots,

and the crew consists of 17 officers and 123

enlisted men.

W CASITOR -Monitor - A modified LCK-6 designed primarily

for use as a fire support ship by the RAF. The

craft hae bar-and-plate armor along the hull

and deckhouse similar to that of ATCs and CCBe.

The boat is 60.5 feet long, is equipped with

radar, and mounts one 40-msm and one .50 caliber

machine gun in a forward turret, one 81-arm

mortar and two A-bO machine guns amidships,

and one 20-m gunn, two .50 caliber machine guns

and four X-60 machine guns in the deckhouse. It

S~~has a speed of eight and one-uarter knotsad

a crew of 11 enlisted men.

XSB -Minesweeper, Boat - A small minesweeper designed

for clearing sheltered waters, e.g., the Long Tau

River. The boat is 57 feet long, mounts one .50
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MSB (Con't.) -caliber and one .30 caliber machine gun, two Mark

18 grenade launchers, and i3 equipped with radar.

It has a spoed of 11 knots and carries a crew of

six enlisted non.

PACV -Patrol Air Cushion Vehicle - The new craft is an

all-metal peripheral jet-type hovercraft powered

by a single marline gas turbine engine, enabling

the craft to reach approximately 50 knots under

optimum conditions. With a crew of one officer

and four enlisted me,--the craft is equipped with

radar and mounts one twin .50 caliber machine gun,

three MK21 7.62-mu machine guna and one MU8 40-rm

grenade laimcher. The PACV, with a length of 38.7

feet, a width of 23 feet and a height of 16.5 feet

(cushion-borne), is to be used primarily as a rapid

reaction craft, a high-speed, logistic re-supply

craft for small quantities of high priority material,

and for SAZ missions.

PBR (MX I) -Patrol Boat, River - A military adaptation of a

fiberglass, civilian pleasure boat. The boat is

31 feet long, uses twin water jets as a propulsion

system, and mounts one twin . 50 caliber machine gun

and ono .50 caliber machine gun with a Mark 18
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MI (K I) -grenade launcher. The craft is equipped with
(con't.)

radar, has a speed of 25 knots and carries a

crew of five enlisted men. PBER normally patrol

in pairs and constitute the principal craft of

Operation GAME WArREN.

Pal (xK n) -Patrol Boat, River - An improved version of the

PBR with the same b Uc design; principal changes

include a lower silhouette, and modifications to

the armament.

PCY -Patrol Craft, Fat (Swift) - An alwuinum-hulled,

offshore patrol craft, used extensively for coastal

surveillance in Operation KARKET TIME. The craft

is 50 feet long, mounts one twin .50 caliber machine

gun and a . 50 caliber machino gun with an 81-iA mortar.

It has radar, a speed of 23 knots, and a crew of one

officer and five enlisted men.

PO -Patrol Gunboat - A patrol boat for use "i offshore

waters. It is a new design with an all-aluminum

hull sAd a combination diesel/gas turbine propul-

uion plant. The boat is equipped with radar, is

165 feet long, mounts one 30/50 caliber gun, one

81-m mortar and two . 50 caliber machine guys. The

craft's speed is 37 knots under turbine power and 16
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off.cars arid 21 fnlistea men.

PICKET -A 1,5foot, 13-knot craft designed for harbor defense

and ,.n-•i-swimmer patrols. The boat has radar, mountb

one .50 caliber machine gun, ard normally carries a

crew of five enlisted men.

P-3A -Orion - A long-range patrol aircraft used extensively

in Operation MARPiE TIME. The plane is powered by

four turbo-prop engines, carries 11,000 pou;nds of

bombs, and has a maximum take-off weight of 127,5KO0

pour-ds. Orione have a range of 3,700 miles, a cruis-

ing speed of 310 knots, and a crew of four officers

and nine enlisted men.

SSB -Swimmer Support Boat (Skimmer) - The military version

of the civilian, fiberglass, triple-V-hulled "Boston

Whalev'; um.Led for harbor patrols and UDT, SEAL, and

EO0 operations. The outboard-powered boat is 16.5

feet long, is controlled from a steering console

amidships, and mounts one M-60 machine gun forward.

It has a speed of 25 knots end a crew of two enlisted

men.

S•'AB -SEAL Team Assault Boat - An armed ves ion of the civi-

?.an runabout; used to land and recover SEAL units.
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5TAB (Con't.) -The boat is 20 feet long, mouhts one .5Q caliber

machine gun, one )-60 machine gunn, one Mark 18

grenade launcher, and can also carry a 57-M

recoilless rifle. The boat is powered by two

50-horsepower outboard motors and has a speed

of 40 knots,

-A general term referring to any of several classes

of old French river boats--utilised by VIN RAGe and

GVN police units.

UH-lB -Helicopter (Iroquois) - A U. S. Army helicopter on

loan to the V. S. Navy in South Vietnam. Alternate-

ly referred to as a *Hue* or a "Gunship" or a

"Seawolf," the aircraft mounts Fur 7.62-mm machine

guns in pairs, two M-6 machine guns and two pods

capable of firing 14 2.74-inch rockets. T he helicopter

has a range of 250 miles, a speed of 125 knots, and

carries a crew of two officers and two knlisted men.

UK-l -The unarmed version of the *Huey,," comonly referred

to &3 a "Slick.* It can carry 10 troops, four litters,

or 2,000 pounds of cargo.

'E -High Udurance Cutter (USOG) - An ocean-going, Coast

Wuard ,•+t•ol ship eztoyed on operation MAP,

W TIM - ari erThe radar-Iquip•' pCQ1NF1LNT1I
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WHI (Con't.) -ship is 311 feet long, munts we 5*/30 a, six

.50 caliber machine gum,, one Mark 10 torlpe4

launcher with six torpdos, a-od- two 01-0 artars.

The thip has a speed of 19 knots and carries a crow

of 13 officers and 14 enlisted zon.

WB -Cutter (USC) - A modified version of the 1vt

Guard's offshore, rescue vessel; used 4xten, ,i47e1

in Operation kM5 TIME. The boat is 82 feet ý.n,

mounts one .50 caliber machine gun 4th an 93,-"

mortar, and four .50 caliber mcbjxo purm. Thot ratx.-

equipped craft has a speed of In twt wW a :w of

two officers and nine enlisted men.

IDT -Diring Tender - A non-self-propt••e lig•tker Aidp-

ped with a deckhouse containing accindatiear and

working spaces for a salvage team. The tender is

54- by 260-feet, has a 12-ton cran@, and mounts six

.50 caliber nachne gSuns for self-df ense. Th6 craft

carries a crew of 15 officers aml 76 enlisted men.

TFKB -Patrol Boat Tender - A non-&-lf -;rpell.d berge

equipped with a large deckhoune containing shops

and maintenance facilities for small craft. Cur-

rently in use in the Mekong Delta supporting PBR*,

the barge has six .50 caliber machine gSns and

1-n1-12
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73 (Con't.) -four 81-m mortars for self-defense. It carries a

orw of four officers and 31 enlisted men.

711 -Utility Yard Craft - The nevost version of this

craft is callod the SILAK and in capable of car-

rying 330 short tons of dry cargo or 860000 gallons

of liquid cargo at a sp&ea if 10 knots.

S-Repair, Berthing &M Meesing Barge - A converted I

7MB equipped vith a large deckhouse containing I
shops and maintenance areas for small craft, and

berthing and Assing facilities for boat crews.

The craft can berth 97 boat-crew personnel. The

armament and the sise of the permanent crew are

the same as that of a TYPB.

r4
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APPENDIX II

USN STATISTICAL SUMMARY FOR JUNE 1968

MARKET TIME GAME WARDEN Mobile Riverine Force
Detections 106t727 118,698 *
Inspections 47,594 31,919 *
Boardings 23,831 41428 *
Craft detained * U' 0
Persons detained 1,286 1,062 245
Viet Cong suspects 9 390 *
Hostile fire incidents 30 183 *
Enemy casualties:

a. Killed 58 (86 prob) 75 (BC) 19 147
(prob)

b. Wounded 11 (10 prob) 38 *
c. Captured 2 12 6

USN casualties:
a. Killed 5 4 0 USN/15 USA
b. Wounded 3 12 24 USN/81 USA
c. Captured 0 0 0
d. Missing 0 0 0

Enemy material losses:
a. Destroyed:

(1) Junks or sampans 102 76 80
(2) Structures 255 137 474

b. Captured:
(1) Junks or sampans * 1 0
(2) Weapons * 1 CS/I Ind 40**
(3) Ammunition (rounds) * 0 19,170
(4) Rice (tons) * 0 1.4

c. Damaged:
(1) Junka or sampans 80 105 *
(2) Structures 413 102 *

USN material losses:
a. Destroyed:

(1) Surface craft 1 1 0
(2) Helicopters 0 0 *

b. Damaged:
(1) Surface craft 1 7 14
(2) Helicopters 0 6 *

SAR missions * * *

Rema rks:
• Information not applicable or not available this date.

SIncludes 14 grenades and 1 mine.
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